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Let 0/RN, N3, be a bounded open set with smooth boundary and * # R. We
study the Dirichlet problem,
&2u=*u+k(x) uq&h(x) u p,
{ u>0 in 0,u=0 on 0,
with 1<q<p and h, k # L(0) nonnegative functions. We prove existence, non-
existence and multiplicity results depending on * and according to the integrability
properties of the ratio k p&1hq&1.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Several interesting questions in Differential Geometry and Mathematical
Physics reduce to the search for positive solutions of semilinear equations
of the type:
Lu= f (x, u),
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(L=linear elliptic operator,) in a suitable Sobolev space specified according
to the desired boundary conditions. One interesting situation occurs when
L is a positive semi-definite operator, in the sense that the first eigenvalue
may be defined for L and it is equal to zero, and (necessarily) f is a non-
linear term indefinite in sign. Our approach to this problem is to introduce
a parameter into the equation and investigate the conditions on f under
which it is possible to show that
Lu&*u= f (x, u)
admits positive solutions when * varies in a neighborhood of *1=0 (the
first eigenvalue of L).
In this paper we consider the above question for the model problem
&2u&*u=k(x) uq&h(x) u p,
{ u>0 in 0, (1.1)*u=0 on 0,
where * # R, 0/RN, N3 is a bounded open set with smooth boundary,
the functions h, k # L1(0) are nonnegative, and 1<q<p.
For * in a neighborhood of *1 (the first eigenvalue of &2 in H 10(0)), we
obtain the solvability of (1.1)* (and corresponding multiplicities) under
various assumptions on h and k. We first consider the situation where
supp k/supp h except for a set of measure zero, and describe the nature
of (1.1)* according to the behavior of the competing terms kuq and hu p as
determined by the integrability properties of the ratio k p&1hq&1. (See
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2) We also consider the other extreme situation where
supp k and supp h are disjoint and show a completely different behavior for
(1.1)* (see Theorem 5.6) as a consequence of the fact that the terms kuq
and hu p act separately on the equation.
We begin by describing our results in the case where supp k/supp h
(a.e. in 0). In fact, to simplify the notation, let us assume for now that
h>0 a.e. in 0, and define the space
E={u # H 10(0) : |0 h(x) |u| p+1 dx<+= (1.2)
equipped with the natural norm,
&u&2E=&{u&
2
2+\|0 h(x) |u| p+1 dx+
2(p+1)
. (1.3)
Recalling that *1 denotes the first eigenvalue of &2 in H 10(0), we have:
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Theorem 1.1. Let 1<q<p and suppose that h, k # L1(0), h>0 a.e. in
0, and k0, k0, a.e. in 0. If:
|
0 _
k(x) p+1
h(x)q+1&
1(p&q)
dx<+, (1.4)
then there exists a number *
*
with &*
*
<*1 such that for all *>**problem (1.1)* admits a weak solution u # E.
If we impose a different kind of integrability assumption on a ratio of k
to h, we may complete Theorem 1.1 as follows:
Theorem 1.2. Let 1<q<p. Suppose that h, k # L1(0), h(x)>0 a.e. in
0, and k0, k0 a.e. in 0. If:
|
0 _
k(x)( p&1)(p&q)
h(x)(q&1)(p&q)&
N2
dx<+, (1.5)
then, there exists a finite value *
*
<*1 such that problem (1.1)* admits a
solution in E if and only if **
*
.
If we assume in addition that h, k # L(0), then for all * # (*
*
, *1)
problem (1.1)* admits two solutions, in fact it admits an ordered pair of
solutions, 0<w*<v* . Furthermore, all solutions u # E of (1.1)* belong to
W2, t(0) for all t>1 and satisfy the a priori bound,
&u&C1, ;(0 )C(*), 0<;<1,
with C(*)>0 a suitable constant increasing with *.
Remark 1.3. We refer to Theorems 2.2, 2.1, 3.8, and 3.7 in Sections 2
and 3 for more general versions of the above results. We mention in
particular that it is not necessary to assume k nonnegative, provided the
sign condition
|
0
k(x) eq+11 dx>0
holds with e1 the first positive eigenfunction for &2 in H 10(0). See
Theorems 3.8 and 3.7 for details.
Remark 1.4. From a variational viewpoint, we note that when (1.4) or
(1.5) hold, then the associated action functional
I*(u)=|
0 _
1
2
|{u| 2&
*
2
u2&
k(x)
q+1
|u|q+1+
h(x)
p+1
|u| p+1& dx
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defines a C1 functional on E. Furthermore, under the assumptions of
Theorem 1.2 and for *
*
<*<*1 , the solution v* defines a local minimum
for I* in E while w* defines a critical point which is not of minimum type.
From the content of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 one may except that
condition (1.5) is stronger than (1.4). However, this is the case only for
q>N+2N&2 and 1k # L2N(N&2) q&(N+2)(02), 02=supp k. On the
contrary, for 1<qN+2N&2 and
k # L{(q)(0),
with
{(q)={
2N
N+2&(N&2) q,
+,
if 1<q<
N+2
N&2
if q=
N+2
N&2
,
(1.6)
then condition (1.4) represents the stronger condition and hence
Theorem 1.1 contains simply an incomplete statement in this situation.
Furthermore, we observe that condition (1.5) in Theorem 1.2 is sharp in
the sense that, for q>N+2N&2, if (1.5) is violated then the finiteness of
the value *
*
as stated in Theorem 1.2 is false under the mere assumption
(1.4). To illustrate this situation let us assume that,
for some y0 # 0, lim inf
y  y0
k( y)>0
and
lim sup
y  y0
h( y)
| y&y0 | 2( p&q)q&1
=#0. (1.7)
Notice that (1.7) rules out (1.5), since in a neighborhood of y0 there holds:
k( y) \k( y)h( y)+
(q&1p&q)(N2)

c
| y&y0 |N
,
c>0 a constant. On the other hand, for q>N+2N&2, h and k may still
satisfy (1.4) and in this situation we obtain:
Theorem 1.5. Let q>(N+2)(N&2) and suppose that h and k satisfy
(1.4). There exists #0>0 such that if (1.7) holds with 0#<#0 then for all
* # R problem (1.1)* admits a weak solution u* # E satisfying I*(u*)<0 and
&u*&E  0 as *  &. In particular, **=& in this case.
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To clarify and complete the content of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.5 let us
describe their consequences in case h(x)=# |x&x0 | r, for x0 # 0, and
#, r>0. Thus, consider the Dirichlet problem,
&2u=*u+k(x) uq&# |x&x0 | r u p,
{ u>0 in 0, (1.8)*,#u=0 on 0,
with x0 # 0 and lim infx  x0 k(x)>0. We have:
Corollary 1.6. Let k # L(0), k0, k0 a.e. in 0. There exists
0<#0#1 such that:
(a) If 0<r<2( p&q)q&1 or r=2( p&q)q&1 and #>#1 , then
there exists a *
*
# (&, *1) with the following properties:
(i) if *<*
*
then (1.8)*, # admits no solutions:
(ii) if *=*
*
or **1 then (1.8)*, # admits at least one solution;
(iii) if *
*
<*<*1 , then (1.8)*, # admits at least two ordered
solutions.
(b) Let q>(N+2)(N&2). If r=2( p&q)(q&1) and 0<#<#0 ;
or, if 2( p&q)(q&1)<r<N( p&q)(q+1), then for every * # R problem
(1.8)*, # admits at least one solution u* satisfying I*(u*)<0 and &u*&E  0
as *  &.
Remark 1.7. The investigation of (1.8)*, # when
r>max{2( p&q)q&1 ,
N( p&q)
q+1 = (1.9)
remains as an open problem.
In Section 4 we point out some qualitative differences between the varia-
tional behavior of problem (1.8)*, # with respect to the possible values of
the exponent r. This analysis suggests that when r satisfies (1.9) then the
nature of problem (1.8)*, # is yet different from the one described by
Corollary 1.6. To substantiate this, in Section 5 we have considered a
rather extreme situation which, roughly speaking, treats the case ‘‘r=+’’.
More precisely, we take h and k with disjoint supports. Replacing h with #h
in (1.1)* we show that, for #>0 sufficiently large, there exist &<*&<
*1<*+<+ such that (1.1)* admits a solution if and only if **+ .
Furthermore, for * # (*& , *1) problem (1.1)* admits at least three (ordered)
solutions, while it admits at least two (ordered) solutions if *1*<*+.
We refer to Theorem 5.6 for the precise statement.
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2. VARIATIONAL FRAMEWORK
In this section we derive some basic properties of problem (1.1)* accord-
ing to the integrability assumptions (1.5) and (1.4). In fact, we consider the
more general situation where both h and k may vanish on a large set. To
this purpose, define the sets
0 =[x # 0 : h(x)=0]
01=supp h, 02=supp k.
For the rest of this section we shall always assume that
h, k # L1(0) are nonnegative functions with 01 , 02 of positive measure.
(2.1)
Recall that we may define the spectrum of &2 on 0 (or on any measurable
subset |/RN) via the usual Dirichlet form defined on the Hilbert space
H 1D(0 )=[u # H
1
0(0) : u=0 a.e. on 0"0 ]
In particular, we may determine *1(0 ), the first eigenvalue of &2 in
H 1D(0 ), by minimization of the usual Rayleigh quotient. We note that
when 0 is sufficiently regular, then the space H 1D(0 ) coincides with
H 10(0 ), and the eigenfunctions of &2 will vanish on 0 . In view of the
monotonicity of the eigenvalues of &2 with respect to the domain 0, it is
natural to set *1(0 )=+ if 0 has zero measure.
Note that (1.1)* admits no solutions for **1(0 ). Indeed, suppose that
u>0 solves (1.1)* , and write the equation as (&2+V1(x)) u=*u with
V1(x)=hu p&1&kuq&1. This implies that * coincides with the first eigen-
value of the operator &2+V1 in H 10(0). Since V1(x)hu
p&1=V2(x)
in 0, a simple application of the min-max principle ensures that * is at
most as large as the first eigenvalue of &2+V2 in H 10(0), which (by
monotonicity) is strictly smaller than *1(0 ) (see [9]).
Since we wish to obtain positive solutions to (1.1)* for values of **1 ,
then in problem (1.1)* the term hu p must overpower the term kuq. In order
to guarantee this, we assume that
k(x)=0 a.e. on 0 , (2.2)
and then impose some integrability conditions on ratios of k to h (see (VV)
and (V) below). Note in particular that (2.2) implies 02 /01 except for a
set of measure zero.
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The following result generalizes Theorem 1.2 stated in the Introduction:
Theorem 2.1. Let 1<q<p. If:
h and k satisfy (2.1), (2.2), and |
02 _
k(x)( p&1)(p&q)
h(x)(q&1)( p&q)&
N2
dx<+, (V)
there exists a number *
*
with &<*
*
<*1<*1(0 ) such that
(i) Problem (1.1)* admits a solution if and only if ***<*1(0 );
(ii) If in addition h, k # L(0) then for *
*
<*<*1 problem (1.1)*
admits an ordered pair of positive solutions, 0<w*<v* . Furthermore, all
solutions u # E of (1.1)* belong to W2, t(0) for all t>1 and satisfy the
a priori bound,
&u&C1, ;(0 )C(*), 0<;<1,
with C(*)>0 a suitable constant increasing with *.
We may also state a generalization of Theorem 1.1 in this context:
Theorem 2.2. Let 1<q<p, and suppose that:
h and k satisfy (2.1), (2.2), and
|
02
k(x) _k(x)h(x)&
(q+1)(p&q)
dx<+. (VV)
Then there exists a number *
*
with &*
*
<*1 such that for all
*
*
<*<*1(0 ), problem (1.1)* admits a weak solution u # E.
To study problem (1.1)* we use a variational approach and reduce our
problem to the search of critical points for the functional:
I*(u)=|
0 _
1
2
|{u| 2&
*
2
u2&
k(x)
q+1
|u|q+1+
h(x)
p+1
|u| p+1& dx,
on the Banach space E defined in (1.2), (1.3). If qN+2N&2 and k
satisfies (1.6) then 0 k(x) uq+1<+ for all u # H 10(0) and therefore I* is
well-defined on E. However, for q supercritical it is not so clear whether or
not I* is well-defined on E. We begin by showing that I* # C1(E), provided
that either ( V ) or (VV) is satisfied.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose either of (VV) or (V) hold. Then:
|
0
k(x) |u|q+1 dx<+ for all u # E.
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More precisely, if u # H 10(0) then
A(u)=|
0
k
q+1
|u|q+1&
h
p+1
|u| p+1 dx
is finite if and only if u # E. Consequently, I* # C 1(E).
Proof. As already observed, if qN+2N&2 and k satisfies (1.6), we
clearly have 0 kuq+1 dx finite for u # H 10(0). Hence, A(u) is finite if and
only if 0 h |u| p+1 dx<.
In the more general case we use the following elementary upper bound:
k |u| s&h |u| rCr, sk _kh&
s(r&s)
, (2.3)
valid for all u # R provided r>s>0, k0, and h>0. The inequality (2.3)
follows by setting v=(kh)1r&s |u| and observing that:
k |u| s&h |u| r
kr(r&s)
hs(r&s)
(vs&vr)Cr, s
kr(r&s)
hs(r&s)
.
In case (VV) holds, we use Holder’s inequality,
|
0
k(x) |u|q+1 dx\|02 _
k(x)
h(x)&
(q+1)(p&q)
k(x) dx+
( p&q)(p+1)
_\|0 h(x) |u| p+1 dx+
(q+1)(p+1)
(2.4)
to conclude that A(u) is finite for u # E. On the other hand, if (V) is
satisfied, then we apply (2.3) and the Sobolev inequality to obtain:
|
0 \
k
q+1
|u| q+1&
h
2( p+1)
|u| p+1+ dxCp, q |02
k( p&1)(p&q)
h(q&1)(p&q)
u2 dx
C &u&22*C$&{u&22 . (2.5)
Hence we see that 0 k |u| q+1 dx<+ whenever u # E. In conclusion,
A is finite on E with either hypothesis.
Vice versa, suppose that A(u) is finite and we wish to show that
0 h |u| p+1 dx<+. Argue by contradiction and suppose that there exists
u # H 10(0) with A(u) finite, but with un(x)=min[u(x), n] satisfying
|
0
h(x) |un | p+1 dx  +.
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In case (VV) holds, we apply (2.4) to un and by monotone convergence obtain:
&<A(u)lim sup
n  
A(un)
lim sup
n  
C \|0 h(x) |un | p+1 dx+
(q+1)(p+1)
&|
0
h(x) |un | p+1 dx  &,
which is clearly impossible. In case (V) holds, we infer from (2.5) that
&<A(u)lim sup
n  
A(un)
lim sup
n  
C &u&22*&|
0
h
2( p+1)
|un | p+1 dt  &,
which is also impossible. Hence I* is well defined on E and by virtue of the
above estimates one may also derive I* # C 1(E). K
Lemma 2.4. Suppose either of (VV) or (V) hold. Then for all *<*1(0 )
the functional I* is bounded below and coercive on E.
Proof. We begin by assuming condition (V). Fix any =>0 such that
*<(1&=) *1(0 ). For $>0 and M>0, decompose 01=X _ Y _ Z with X,
Y, Z measurable sets defined as follows:
X=[x # 01 : k(x)<M and h(x)>$],
{Y=[x # 01 : k(x)<M and h(x)$], (2.6)Z=[x # 01 : k(x)M].
We apply (2.3) to derive:
|
X \
k
q+1
|u|q+1&
h
2( p+1)
|u| p+1+ dx
C1 |
X _
k(x)( p+1)(p&q)
h(x)(q+1)(p&q)& dxC2 , (2.7)
|
Y _ Z \
k
q+1
|u| q+1&
h
2( p+1)
|u| p+1+ dx
C1 |
Y _ Z _
k(x)( p&1)(p&q)
h(x)(q&1)(p&q)& u2 dx
C1 \|Y _ Z _
k(x)( p&1)(p&q)
h(x)(q&1)(p&q)&
N2
dx+
2N
&u&22* , (2.8)
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where C1=C1( p, q) and C2=C2(M, $) are constants. In view of assump-
tion (2.1) we have |Z|  0 as M  +, and for fixed M, |Y|  0 as $  0.
Thus, from (V) we can choose M sufficiently large and then $>0 suf-
ficiently small such that
C1 \|Y _ Z _
k(x)( p&1)(p&q)
h(x)(q&1)(p&q)&
N2
dx+
2N
<SN
=
2
, (2.9)
where SN denotes the Sobolev constant,
SN=inf[&{u&22 : &u&2NN&2=1].
Combining (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) we conclude,
I*(u)
1
2
&{u&22&
*
2
&u&22+
1
2( p+1) |0 h |u|
p+1 dx&SN
=
2
&u&22*&C=

1
2
(1&=) &{u&22&
*
2
&u&22+
1
2( p+1) |0 h |u|
p+1 dx&C= , (2.10)
with suitable constant C=>0.
We claim that whenever I*(u)c1 , then there is a constant c2>0 so that
&u&2c2 . Indeed, assume that there exists a sequence [un]/E with
I*(un)c1 but &un &2  . Set vn=un&un&2 , and observe that as n  :
1
2
(1&=) &{vn&22&
*
2
+
&un & p&12
2( p+1) |0 h |vn |
p+1 dxo(1).
In particular, &vn&22*1&=, so (a subsequence of) vn ( v0 weakly in
H 10(0) with &v0 &2=1. Furthermore,
0|
0
h(x) |v0 | p+1lim inf
n   |0 h(x) |vn |
p+1 dx=0.
If h>0 a.e. in 0 this already gives a contradiction. Otherwise, v0=0 a.e.
on 01 , that is v0 # H 1D(0 ), with
&{v0&22lim inf
n  
&{vn&22
*
1&=
<*1(0 )=*2(0 ) &v0&22 .
This is impossible, and so &un&2 are uniformly bounded, as claimed.
The coercivity and lower-boundedness of I* now follow easily from
(2.10).
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To treat the case where (VV) holds we first estimate:
|
0 \
k
q+1
|u| q+1&
h
2( p+1)
|u| p+1+ dxCp, q |02 k _
k
h&
(q+1)(p&q)
dx
C1<+.
Hence,
I*(u)
1
2
&{u&22&
*
2
&u&22+
1
2( p+1) |0 h |u|
p+1&C1 .
At this point we may complete the proof of the Lemma as in the previous
case. K
Remark 2.5. We point our that Lemma 2.4 continues to hold for the
more general functional,
J*(u)={I*(u)+|0 h1(x) F(u) dx, if |0 h1(x) F(u) dx<+, (2.11)+ otherwise,
where 0h1(x) # L1(0), F # C(R) satisfying
F(u)0 for all u # R, and lim
|u|  
F(u)
u2
=+. (2.12)
and *<*1(0 ) with 0 =0"[supp h _ supp h1]. In fact, replacing I* with
J* in the proof above we introduce an additional positive term in
(2.10), which by pursuing the same argument would yield to the additional
condition,
|
0
h1(x)
F(un)
&un&22
dxC, for all n # N.
But the hypothesis (2.12) together with the (contradiction) assumption that
&un&22  +, would imply that
M |
0
h1(x) v20M lim inf
n   |0 h1(x) v
2
nlim inf
n   |0 h1(x)
F(un)
&un &22
dxC,
for all M>0. Consequently, v0 #0 in supp h1 . Since, exactly as above, we
also know that v0 #0 in supp h, we derive the desired conclusion.
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We also note that conditions (V) or (VV) are necessary for the validity of
Lemma 2.4. In fact, it will be shown in Section 4 (see Lemma 4.1) that if
for instance k#1 and h(x)=# |x&x0 | r with x0 # 0 and
r>max {2( p&q)q&1 ,
n( p&q)
q+1 =
(so that (V) and (VV) fail!) then it is possible to find a sequence [un] #
C0 (0) such that I*(un)  & as n  +.
On the other hand, condition (V) allows one to refine the above estimate
and obtain a priori bounds for solutions to (1.1)* as follows:
Lemma 2.6. Suppose (V) holds. For every r>1 there exists a constant
C=C(*, r) such that every solution u # E of (1.1)* satisfies u # Lr(0) with
&u&E+&u&rC. Furthermore, if h, k # L(0) then every solution u # E of
(1.1)* belongs to W2, t(0) for every t>1, and for any fixed 0<;<1 there
exists a constant C0=C0(*), increasing with *, such that &u&C1, ;(0 )C0 .
Proof. Suppose u # E is a weak solution of (1.1)* . Then, u satisfies
&2u=a(x; *) u in H 10(0), (2.13)
with
a(x; *)=*+k |u|q&1&h(x) |u| p&1*
*+{Ck(x) _
k(x)
h(x)&
(q&1)(p&q)
, if x # 01 ,
0, if x  01 ,
and C>0 a constant depending on p, q. Hence, a+=max[a, 0] # LN2(0),
and by iteration of the equation we derive u # Lr(0) for all r>1 (see [4]
or Appendix B of [16]). In fact, for each r1 using u2r&1 as a test func-
tion in (2.13), and proceeding as in (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8), with M, $>0 we
obtain:
2r&1
r2 |0 |{(u
r)| 2 dx
C(M, $)+* &ur&22+C \|Y _ Z _
k ( p&1)(p&q)
h(q&1)(p&q)&
N2
dx+
2N
&ur&22NN&2 .
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Thus, for r1, by choosing M>0 large and $>0 sufficiently small (as in
(2.10)) we derive that
|
0
|{(ur)| 2 dxC(r)(1+* &ur&22). (2.14)
In particular, for r=1 we can use (1.1)* and argue as in Lemma 2.4 to
derive &u&2C1 for every solution u of (1.1)* , and consequently, &u&EC
for a suitable constant C=C(*)>0. At this point we can iterate in (2.14)
to derive a uniform bound &u&tC=C(*, r) for each 1t2*r and any
r>1. In addition if h, k # L(0), from the Caldero nZygmund inequality
we obtain a bound in W2, t(0) which for t>N, by the Sobolev embedding,
yields an estimate in C1, ;(0 ), namely
&u&C1, ;(0 )C0(*)
with 0<;<1&Nt.
It is clear from the above argument that the constant C0(*) depends
monotonically on *. K
Remark 2.7. By the monotonicity of C=C(*) and C0=C0(*), for
**1 we may choose C and C0 independent of *. K
It is also possible to derive a lower bounds on the norm of any nontrivial
solution for (1.1)* . In particular, when *<*1 we have:
Lemma 2.8. (i) If qN+2N&2 and k satisfies (1.6), then for *<*1
the trivial solution u#0 defines a local minimum for I* in E. Furthermore,
there exists a constant C>0 such that every nontrivial solution of (1.1)* in
E satisfies:
&{u&2C(*1&*)1(q&1).
(ii) Suppose that (V) holds. For *<*1 the trivial solution u#0 defines
a local minimum for I* in E. Moreover, for every =>0 there exists a constant
C=>0 such that every nontrivial solution to (1.1)* with **1&= satisfies:
&{u&2C=(*1&*)1(s&1)
with s=min[q+1, 2*].
Remark 2.9. We point out that assumption (V) is necessary in
Lemma 2.8(ii). In particular, it is shown in Lemma 4.1 of Section 4 that we
cannot substitute (V) with the ‘‘weaker’’ assumption (VV). See also
Theorem 1.5.
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Proof. (i) Under the given assumptions, we easily derive:
0=|
0
( |{u| 2&*u2&kuq+1+hu p+1) dx
\1& **1+ &{u&22&C &{u&q+12 +|0 hu p+1 dx,
and therefore the desired lower bound. A similar estimate also shows that
u#0 is a local minimizer for I* in E.
(ii) Define the sets X, Y, and Z as in (2.6). Since (V) holds, for any
given {>0 there exists an M>0 and a corresponding value $>0 so that
|
Y _ Z
(k |u|q+1&h |u| p+1) dx{ &{u&22 .
Taking into account that,
|
X
k |u|q+1&h |u| p+1 dx
M ( p+1&s)(p&q) |
X
us
h(q+1&s)(p&q)
dxCM, $ &u&ss ,
and by choosing 0<{<12(1&(*1&=)*1)==2*1 , we obtain:
0=&{u&22&* &u&
2
2&|
0
(kuq+1&hu p+1) dx
\1& **1&{+ &{u&22&CM, $ &u& ss

1
2 \1&
*
*1+ &{u&22&C$M, $ &{u&22 .
Similar arguments applied to I* (or, more generally, to J* , ) prove that
u#0 defines a local minimizer in E. K
We now prove a semicontinuity result for I* :
Lemma 2.10. Suppose that either (V) or (VV) is satisfied. If [un] is a
sequence in E with I*(un) bounded, then there exists a subsequence (still
denoted by un) such that un ( u0 in E, and
I*(u0)lim inf
n  
I*(un).
In particular, I* attains its infimum on E.
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Proof. The coercivity of I* readily implies the following bounds,
&{un&2C, |
0
k |un |q+1 dxC, |
0
h |un | p+1 dxC. (2.15)
Consequently, a subsequence (which we continue to denote by un) converges
weakly un ( u0 in E. Equivalently, un ( u0 weakly in H 10(0), strongly in
L2(0), and (un&u0)2 ( 0 weakly in LN(N&2)(0) and L (q+1)2(02 , k dx).
Set
F(x, u)=k(x)
1
q+1
|u|q+1&h(x)
1
p+1
|u| p+1,
(2.16)
f (x, u)=Fu(x, u).
Note that
fu(x, u)=qk(x) |u| q&1&ph(x) |u| p&1CK _kh&
(q&1)(p&q)
(2.17)
with a constant C>0 depending only on p, q. Therefore, we may estimate
I*(u0)&I*(un)=
1
2
(&{u0 &22&&{un&
2
2)+|
0
[F(x, un)&F(x, u0)] dx+o(1)

1
2
(&{u0 &22&&{un&
2
2)
+|
0 \|
1
0
|
s
0
fu(x, u0+t(un&u0)) dt ds+ (un&u0)2 dx+o(1)

1
2
(&{u0 &22&&{n&
2
2)
+C |
02
k _kh&
(q&1)( p&q)
(un&u0)2 dx+o(1), (2.18)
as n  . In case (V) holds, then k(kh)(q&1)( p&q) # LN2(0) while
(un&u0)2 ( 0 weakly in LN(N&2)(0). On the other hand, if (VV) holds,
then (kh)(q&1)( p&q) # L(q+1)(q&1)(02 , k dx) and (un&u0)2 ( 0 in
L(q+1)2(02 , k dx). In either case, the liminf of the right-hand side of (2.18)
is non-positive as n  , and we conclude,
I*(u0)lim inf
n  
I*(un).
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Since by Lemma 2.4 I* is coercive and bounded from below on E it is
clear that I* achieves its infimum in E. K
Remark 2.11. It is easy to check that the conclusion of Lemma 2.10
remains valid if we replace I* with the more general functional J* as defined
in (2.11), provided that F is convex.
Although it will not be used directly, we present here a proof of the
Palais-Smale condition, satisfied by I* under either integrability assumption.
Lemma 2.12. Suppose either (V) or (VV) hold, and [un]/E satisfies:
I*(un)  b, (2.19)
|I$*(un) .|=n &.&E for every . # E, (2.20)
where =n  0. Then un admits a convergent subsequence in E.
Proof. The coercivity of I* together with (2.19) implies that [un] is
bounded in H 10(0), in L
q+1(02; k dx) and in L p+1(01 ; h dx). We extract
a subsequence (still denoted by un) which converges weakly to u0 # E, and
in each of the above topologies. Let F and f be defined as in (2.16). Using
condition (2.20) we have:
|
0
{un } {(un&um) dx=|
0
f (x, un)(un&um) dx+o(1)
|
0
{um } {(un&um) dx=|
0
f (x, um)(un&um) dx+o(1).
That is,
|
0
|{(un&um)| 2 dx=|
0
( f (x, un)&f (x, um))(un&um) dx+o(1)
=|
0
|
1
0
fu(x, um+t(un&um)) dt(un&um)2 dx+o(1)
C |
02
k _kh&
(q&1)( p&q)
(un&um)2 dx+o(1).
Therefore, arguing as for (2.18), by (V) and (VV) we may conclude that the
right-hand side tends to zero by the weak convergence of (un&um)2 ( 0, as
n, m  . Consequently, un  u0 strongly in H 10(0).
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Next we show that I*(u0)=b. We argue as in (2.18), and take into
account that un  u0 strongly in H 10(0). Then we may reverse the roles of
u0 and un in (2.18) and obtain,
I*(un)&I*(u0)=|
0
f (x, un)(u0&un)+o(1)
=I$*(un)(u0&un)+o(1)=o(1).
In conclusion, I*(un)  I*(u0)=b.
To complete the convergence argument in E, notice that I$*(u0) u0=0,
and thus:
o(1)=I$*(u0) u0&I$*(un) un
=|
0
k( |un |q+1&|u0 | q+1) dx&|
0
h( |un | p+1&|un | p+1) dx+o(1),
and,
o(1)=I*(u0)&I*(un)
=
1
q+1 |0 k( |un |
q+1&|u0 | q+1) dx
&
1
p+1 |0 h( |un |
p+1&|u0 | p+1) dx+o(1).
Together, these imply that un  u0 strongly in Lq+1(02 , k dx) and in
Lp+1(01 , h dx). Consequently, un  u0 strongly in E, and the proof is
completed. K
We are now ready to establish our first existence result.
Lemma 2.13. If either (V) or (VV) holds, then there exists =0>0 so that
(1.1)* admits a (weak) solution u # E for all * with *1&=0*<*1(0 ).
Proof. By Lemma 2.10, the structure of I* and the maximum principle
for weak solutions, it suffices to show that infE I*<0 over the desired inter-
val in *. If **1 , we consider u0=te1 , with t a small constant and e1>0
the eigenfunction corresponding to *1 . A simple calculation shows that for
t chosen sufficiently small, I*(u0)<0. By continuity there exists =0>0 such
that this strict inequality continues to hold for **1&=0 . Hence infE I*<0
holds for **1&=0 . K
Remark 2.14. In view of Remark 2.5 and Remark 2.11 we also know
that J* (as defined in (2.11)) achieves its infimum on E for all *<*1(0 )
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(0 as defined in Remark 2.5). Furthermore, a direct calculation shows that
if we assume in addition:
lim sup
u  0+
F(u)
uq+1
=
b
q+1
0
and
|
0
(k(x)&bh1(x)) eq+11 dx>0,
then for =>0 sufficiently small we also have
inf
E
J*<0 for all * # (*1&=, *1(0 )).
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 AND THEOREM 2.2
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Set
*
*
=inf[*: (1.1)* admits a solution]. (3.1)
From Lemma 2.13 we have *
*
<*1 . It remains to show that (1.1)* admits
a solution for every *
*
<*<*1(0 ). By the definition of **, for any *>**
there exists + with *
*
+<* and a positive solution u

>0 of (1.1)+ . By
Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.10, for every *<*1(0 ) the minimization problem
inf[I*(u): u # E, u(x)u
(x) a.e. in 0]>&
achieves its infimum at some v*u
>0. Moreover, as u

is a subsolution for
equation (1.1)* we conclude that v* solves (1.1)* . (See, e.g., [16].) K
Proof of Theorem 2.1. As above, it follows from Lemma 2.13 that *
*
(defined in (3.1),) satisfies *
*
<*1 . Let a(x) be defined as follows:
a(x)={
( p&q)
( p&1)
k(x) _2(q&1) k(x)( p&1) h(x) &
(q&1)( p&q)
, if x # 02 ,
(3.2)
0, otherwise.
By (V), we know that a # LN2(0), and hence we may define the first eigen-
value +1 and corresponding first positive eigenfunction of the operator
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&2&a(x) on H 10(0) in the usual way. Since k0, then a(x)0 and
a(x)0 in 0, and therefore *1>+1 . Furthermore,
k(x) uq&h(x) u pa(x) u& 12 h(x) u
p,
and multiplying (1.1)* by the first eigenfunction for &2&a(x) in H 10(0),
we conclude that necessarily *
*
>+1> &.
Next, observe that (1.1)* admits a solution for every ***<*1(0 ). In
fact, for *
*
<*<*1(0 ) we merely repeat the argument in the proof of
Theorem 2.2. When *=*
*
we proceed by a limiting argument and take a
sequence [*n]/(** , *1&=) with *n  ** and denote by un the associated
solutions to (1.1)*n . In view of Lemma 2.6 and Remark 2.7 we have that
[un] is uniformly bounded in E and, after passing to a subsequence, we
may assume that un ( u* weakly in E. In particular, u* defines a solution
to (1.1)* and we can use the equation to derive that,
&{(un&u*)&
2
2C |
02
k( p&1)( p&q)
h(q&1)( p&q)
(un&u*)
2 dx+o(1)  0, as n  ,
since k( p&q)( p&q)h (q&1)( p&q) # LN2(0) and (un&u*)
2 ( 0 weakly in
LN(N&2)(0). Consequently, un  u* strongly in H
1
0(0). Furthermore, by
Lemma 2.8 we have:
&{u
*
&2= lim
n  
&{un&2C(*1&**)
1(s&1)>0,
s=min[q+1, 2*]. Thus u
*
0 and the proof of part (i) of Theorem 2.1 is
completed. K
Remark 3.1. In view of Remark 2.14 it is easy to check that a similar
result follows if we add to the right hand side of equation (1.1)* an addi-
tional term of the form h1(x) f (u) with:
f # C(R) monotone increasing for all u0; (3.3)
lim
u  +
f (u)
u
=+ (3.4)
lim
u  0+
f (u)
uq
=b0, (3.5)
and,
h1 # L1(0) is nonnegative and satisfies
|
0
(k(x)&bh1(x)) eq+11 dx>0. (3.6)
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To be precise, we note that (3.5) may be weakened to
lim
u  0+
f (u)
u
=0, lim sup
u  0+
F(u)
uq+1
=
b
q+1
.
Remark 3.2. We shall show in the Appendix that, if we require slightly
stronger assumptions on h and k then we can guarantee the existence of a
maximal solution for (1.1)* for all ***<*1(0 ).
In order to find a second solution when *
*
<*<*1 , we start with the
following:
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that (V) holds and h, k # L(0). Then for all
* # (*
*
, *1(0 )), problem (1.1)* admits a solution v* which is a local mini-
mizer for I* in E.
Proof. It is a consequence of a general result due to Brezis and Nirenberg
[5], which states that (in many circumstances) minimizers in the C1 topol-
ogy are also minimizers in H1 topology. However, as stated in [5], this
result can be applied to our situation only after some minor modifications,
which we present below.
Let u
*
>0 be the solution of (1.1)*
*
found above. Notice that
u
*
# C1, ;(0 ) and it defines a strict subsolution for (1.1)* for all *>**. We
obtain a solution v* to (1.1)* via minimization:
I*(v*)=inf[I*(u): u # E, u(x)u*(x) a.e. in 0].
Such v* exists by virtue of Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.10, it defines a solu-
tion to (1.1)* , and v* # C1, ;(0 ). Furthermore, as &2v*+c(x) v*0 in 0
with 0c(x)=hv p&1* # L
(0), by means of the strong maximum principle
we have that v*(x)u*+= dist(x, 0) for suitable =>0 (see Theorem 3 of
[5]). Thus u
*
defines a minimizer of I* in the C 10 topology.
Suppose that v* were not a minimizer of I* in the topology of E. Then
for all n large,
mn=inf {I*(u): &u&v*&E1n=<I*(v*).
By Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.10, for each n this minimum is attained at
some un # E satisfying I*(un)=mn<I*(v*) and &un&v*&E1n. Set
J(u)=
1
2
&{(u&v*)&22+
1
2 \|0 h |u&v* | p+1 dx+
2( p+1)
=
1
2
&u&v*&2E .
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Since un is a constrained minimum, it satisfies the usual Lagrange multi-
plier rule,
I$*(un)=&+nJ$(un). (3.7)
with +n0. In other words, un is a (weak) solution of
&(1++n) 2un&*un&k |un |q&1 un+h |un | p&1 un
=&+n 2v*&{nh |un&v* | p&1 (un&u*)
=&(1++n) 2v*&{nh |un&v* | p&1 (un&v*)+*v*&(kvq*&hv
p
* ),
where we have used the fact that v* satisfies (1.1)* and set
{n=+n \|0 h |un&v* | p+1+
&( p&1)( p+1)
0.
Set
f (x, u)=*u+k(x) |u|q&1 u&h(x) |u| p&1 u.
Then, vn=un&v* satisfies the equation
&(1++n) 2vn+{nh |vn | p&1 vn=_ f (x, un)&f (x, v*)un&v* & vn=:(x) vn . (3.8)
If we denote by /01 the characteristic function of 01 , then by (V) it follows:
:(x)sup
u
fu(x, v)*+c
k( p&1)( p&q)
h(q&1)( p&q)
/01 , (3.9)
for suitable constant c depending only on p and q. In other words : is
bounded above by a fixed function in LN2, independently of u. Exactly as
in Lemma 2.6 we may apply suitable test functions to this equation to
estimate vn in Lr for all r>1. Note that as +n , {n0 and the upper bound
(3.9) is independent of u, our estimates are uniform in n and apply equally
to vn&vn &E . Therefore, the equation and the Sobolev embedding convert
these estimates on vn&vn &E to the C1, ;-norm. Consequently,
&un&v*&C 1, ;(0 )=&vn&C 1, ;([0])C &un&v*&1E
C
n
 0,
with C depending only on *. This provides the necessary contradiction, as
it implies that un  v* in the C1 topology while I*(un)<I*(v*). K
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Remark 3.4. For q supercritical, assumption (V) is necessary to con-
clude that a C 1-minimizer for I* is also a minimizer in the topology of E.
This fact is discussed in [3], where it is shown that this may not be the
case under the mere assumption (VV).
We now observe that for all *
*
<*<*1 , the functional I* admits two
distinct local minima in E+=[u # E : u0 a.e.], namely u#0 and v*>0.
Since E+ is an invariant set for the gradient flow associated to I* and the
Palais-Smale condition holds for I* (see Lemma 2.12) we may conclude
that (1.1)* admits a third positive solution, via the mountain-pass theorem.
In fact, in this situation we obtain a more precise result by means of
min-max methods on convex subsets, as developed by Struwe in [16]. We
recall:
Definition 3.5. Let M # E be a closed, convex set. We stay that u # M
is a critical point for I* in M if
g(u)=sup[(I$*(u), u&v): v # M, &v&u&E1]=0.
We take our convex set to be
M=[u # H 10(0) : 0u(x)v*(x)].
Since u#0 and v* are themselves solutions to (1.1)* , then a critical point
of I* in M (in the sense of Definition 3.5) will also be a critical point in E
in the usual sense (see p. 153 of [16].) In other words, critical points of I*
on M give rise to weak solutions for (1.1)* .
Next we prove the necessary Palais-Smale type condition satisfied by I*
in M:
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that (V) holds with h, k # L(0). If [uk]/M are
such that
I*(uk)  c and g(uk)  0,
then [uk] admits a strongly convergent subsequence in E.
Proof. Since 0uk(x)v*(x) with v* # C 1, ;(0 ), and I*(uk) is bounded,
we clearly have &{uk&2C and &uk&C for all k. Extracting a sub-
sequence (which we continue to call uk) we can assume that uk ( u0
weakly in H 10(0) and pointwise a.e. Hence u0 # M, and by dominated
convergence we have:
|
0
kuqk(uk&u0) dx  0, |
0
hu pk(uk&u0) dx  0.
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Therefore,
g(uk) &uk&u0&E(I$*(uk), uk&u0)
=|
0
{uk } {(uk&u0) dx+o(1)
=|
0
|{(uk&u0)| 2 dx+o(1)
=&uk&u0&2E+o(1).
Since g(uk)  0 by hypothesis, it follows that uk  u0 strongly in E. K
Now we apply Theorem II.11.8 of [16] to arrive at the following
dichotomy: either
(a) I* admits a critical point w* in M which is not a local minimum;
or
(b) I*(u*)=I*(0) and u* and 0 may be connected in any neighborhood
of the set of local minima of I* relative to M, each of which satisfying
I*(u)=0.
To eliminate the second possibility, we invoke Lemma 2.8, which implies
that 0 is isolated among the solutions of (1.1)* for *<*1 . This completes
the proof of Theorem 2.1. K
Some Generalizations. In view of Remark 3.1 and some obvious
modifications of the arguments above, we may extend Theorems 2.1 and
2.2 to include the more general problem
&2u=*u+k(x) uq&h(x) u p&h2(x) f (u),
{ u>0 in 0, (3.10)*u=0 on 0,
where k, h, h1 # L1(0) are nonnegative functions with k, h satisfying (V) or
(VV), and f # C(R) satisfies (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (more importantly) (3.6).
Note that (3.5) specifies the behavior at zero of the entire nonlinear term
on the right hand side of (3.10)* .
It is interesting to note that in particular this allows one to treat func-
tions k changing sign on 0, in which case Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.1
take the following form:
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Theorem 3.7. Let h, k # L1(0), h(x)0, h0 a.e. in 0, and 1<q<p. If
k+=0 a.e. in 0"01 , (01=supp h); (3.11)
|
02 _
k+(x)( p&1)( p&q)
h(x)(q&1)( p&q) &
N2
dx<+; (3.12)
|
0
k(x) eq+11 dx>0; (3.13)
then there exists a *
*
# (&, *1) such that the conclusions of Theorem 2.1
hold for all * # [*
*
, *1(0 )), with
0 =0"[supp h _ supp k&].
Theorem 3.8. Let h, k satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.7, except for
(3.12), which is replaced by:
|
02
k(x) _k(x)h(x)&
(q+1)( p&q)
dx<+. (3.14)
Then there exists *
*
# [&, *1) such that problem (1.1)* admits a solution
for all * # (**, *1(0 )).
Using standard notation, we have set k+=max[0, k] and m&=
max[&k, 0].
Conditions of the type (3.13) play an important role when seeking
positive solutions in problems with nonlinearities indefinite in sign. (See
[1] and the references cited therein.) In view of the results of [1], it
is natural to ask whether or not condition (3.13) is necessary for the
solvability of (1.1)* for *=*1 , when (3.11), (3.12) hold. It turns out that
this is the case only when &h& is sufficiently large. To illustrate this point
we introduce a parameter #0 in (1.1)*=*1 and consider,
&2u=*1u+k(x) uq&#h(x) u p,
{ u>0 in 0, (3.15)#u=0 on 0.
We have:
Theorem 3.9. Let h, k # L(0), h(x)0, h0 a.e. in 0, and 1<q<p.
Assume that (3.11) and (3.12) hold, and k satisfies:
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|
0
k(x) eq+11 dx<0, (3.16)
0+=[x: k(x)>0] has positive measure. (3.17)
Then, there exists #
*
>0 such that (3.15)# admits a solution if and only if
0##
*
.
Proof. Define
#
*
=sup[#0: (3.15)# admits a solution].
First, we show that #
*
>0. For any . # H 1D(0+) and t>0, we have:
I*1(t.)=At
2&Btq+1+#Ct p+1=tq+1 _ Atq&1+#Ct p&q&B&,
with A, B, C>0. By taking t0>0 to be the minimizer of the quantity inside
the brackets, we find c0>0 such that
I*1(t0 .)=t0[c0#
(q&1)( p&q)&B]<0=I*1(0),
for all #<#0=(Bc0)( p&q)(q&1). By Lemma 2.10, for all such #, we obtain
a solution to (3.15)# via minimization, and consequently obtain that
#
*
#0>0.
We now show that #
*
<+. To derive a contradiction we suppose that
there exists a sequence #n  + and corresponding solutions un to
(3.15)#n . Note that each un satisfies the equation
&2un=*1un+an(x) un , (3.18)
with
an(x)=kuq&1n &#nhu
p&1
n {Cp, q k
+ \k
+
#nh+
(q&1)( p&q)
, if x # 0+ ,
0, otherwise
with a+n  0 as n   in L
N2(0)-norm. From the iteration scheme of
Lemma 2.6 applied to vn=un&un &2 , we may also derive the a priori bound
&vn&C1, ;(0 )C for all n # N. In particular, (a subsequence of ) vn  v0
strongly in C1(0 ), with &v0 &2=1 and
&{v0&22 lim
n  
&{vn&22=*1 &v0&22 .
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Necessarily v0=e1 , and this leads to the following contradiction:
0=
1
&un&q2 |0 {un } {e1&*1un e1
=
1
&un&q2 |0 ku
q
ne1&#nhu
p
n e1
|
0
kvqne1  |
0
keq+11 <0.
In conclusion, #
*
<+.
To show that (3.15)# admits a solution for all #<#*, note that if #<#$
then a solution u

for (3.15)#$ is a subsolution for (3.15)# . Therefore we may
obtain a solution u to (3.15)# via minimization,
I*1(u)=inf[I*1(w): w(x)u
a.e. in 0].
Finally, when #=#
*
we obtain a solution to (3.15)#* by a limiting argument.
Indeed, choose a sequence #nZ#* such that each equation (3.15)#n admits
a solution un0. Since (3.18) holds with a+n uniformly bounded in L
N2(0)
we may apply familiar arguments to conclude that a subsequence unk  u0
in C1(0 ). To verify that u00, note that if on the contrary we assume that
u0#0 then an  0 uniformly in 0 , so we can reach a contradiction exactly
as above. K
4. WHEN THE INTEGRABILITY CONDITIONS (V) AND (VV) FAIL
In this section we discuss the role played by assumptions (V) and (VV).
We show that when (V) or (VV) are removed, the variational behavior of
problem (1.1)* may be completely different from the one described in the
previous section.
For simplicity we take k # L(0) and assume that:
_y0 # 0 such that lim inf
y  y0
k( y)=k0>0 and lim sup
y  y0
h( y)
| y&y0| r
=#>0. (4.1)
Thus, the failure of (V) or (VV) will depend entirely on the value of the
power r>0. In fact, when rN( p&q)(q+1) then (VV) fails, while if
r2( p&q)(q&1) then (V) fails. Notice that
2( p&q)
q&1

N( p&q)
q+1
if and only if q
N+2
N&2
,
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and therefore in the subcritical case the failure of (V) implies the failure
of (VV). On the other hand, for q>(N+2)(N&2) condition (V) fails
for r2( p&q)(q&1), while condition (VV) may still hold, provided
r<N( p&q)(q+1). We have:
Lemma 4.1. (a) There exists a constant #0=#0( p, q)>0 such that if
(4.1) holds with r=2( p&q)(q&1) and 0#<#0 , we have:
(i) if q<N+2N&2 (hence (V) and (VV) fail ), then there exist
nonnegative un # C 0 (0) such that I*(un)  & as n  , and
lim
n  
&{un&22= lim
n   |0 ku
q+1
n = lim
n   |0 hu
p+1
n =+.
(ii) if q>(N+2)(N&2) (hence (V) fails but (VV) may hold ),
then for all * # R there exist nonnegative vn # C 0 (0) such that I*(vn)<0.
Furthermore, if q>(N+2)(N&2) then
lim
n  
&{vn&22= lim
n   |0 kv
q+1
n = lim
n   |0 hv
p+1
n =0.
(b) If q(N+2)(N&2) and (4.1) holds with r>N( p&q)(q+1)
(hence (V) and (VV) fail ), then the same conclusion as part (i) of (a) holds.
Remark 4.2. An immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1 is that either
one of the hypotheses (V) or (VV) is necessary for the validity of Lemma 2.4.
Furthermore, in Lemma 2.8(ii), the assumption (V) is necessary and cannot
be weakened to assumption (VV). (See [3].)
Remark 4.3. In Lemma 4.1 the situation where
q
N+2
N&2
and r=
N( p&q)
q+1

2( p&q)
q&1
(4.2)
arises as a limiting case. In fact, it is not clear whether or not the functional
I* is bounded below when (4.1) holds with q and r as in (4.2) and # small.
We also observe that for q(N+2)(N&2) the smallness of # in
Lemma 4.1(a) is necessary, as its statement is false when #>0 is large. To
this purpose we have:
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that k # L(0) and
h( y)=# | y&y0 | 2( p&q)(q&1), with y0 # 0. (4.3)
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There exists #1=#1( p, q, k)0 such that if #>#1 then I* is well defined and
bounded from below on E. Moreover, for q>(N+2)(N&2) we can take
#1=0.
We start with,
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Without loss of generality, we assume that y0=0,
k0=1, and h( y) | y|&r2# and k( y)12 for y # B$(0)/0. Take a func-
tion 0.1 # C 0 (B$(0)), .10, and define .=(x)==
&_.1(x=), where =>0
and _ is to be chosen later. A simple calculation shows that:
|
0
k.q+1= dx
1
2 =
N&_(q+1) \|0 .q+11 +o(1)+ (4.4)
|
0
h. p+1= dx2#=
r+N&_( p+1) |
0
|x| r . p+11 dx (4.5)
|
0
.2= dx=O(=
N&2_) (4.6)
|
0
|{.= | 2 dx==N&2&2_ |
0
|{.1 | 2 dx. (4.7)
If r=2( p&q)(q&1) then by choosing _=2(q&1) we obtain that all
the powers of = in (4.4), (4.5), and (4.7) coincide. However, if #>0 is
sufficiently small, we may find t0>0 and {0>0 such that
t20
2
&{.1&22&
tq+1
2(q+1)
&.1&q+1q+1+
2#t p+10
p+1 |0 |x|
r . p+11 &{0 ,
and conclude,
I*(t0.=)=N&_(q+1) _\|0
t20
2
|{.1| 2&
tq+10
2(q+1)
.q+11
+
2#t p+10
p+1
|x| r . p+11 ++O(=2)&
&
{0
2
=N&_(q+1)<0,
for all =>0 small.
If q<(N+2)(N&2) then N&_(q+1)<0 and I*(t0 .=)  & as =  0
and from (4.4), (4.5), and (4.7) we see that all the interesting norms diverge
as =  0. On the other hand, if q>(N+2)(N&2) then N&_(q+1)>0
and (ii) follows as well.
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To establish (b), we fix _ as follows:
N
q+1
<_<
r
p&q
.
It is easy to check that the exponent in (4.4), is negative and since
q(N+2)(N&2) it dominates the others for =  0. Hence,
I*(.=)=N&_(q+1) \&|0 .q+11 +o(1)+ & as =  0. K
We now examine the borderline case for integrability, when condition
(V) fails because the integral diverges logarithmically. For simplicity we
present the case where (4.3) holds, namely h( y)=# | y&y0| r, r=2( p&q)
(q&1) and y0 # 0. From Lemma 4.1 we have seen that the corresponding
functional I* is unbounded from below when q<(N+2)(N&2) and #>0
small. Our next goal is to show that for # large the situation is quite
different, as I* is in fact bounded below.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. If q>(N+2)(N&2) then condition (VV) holds
and the conclusion follows for all #>0 by Lemma 2.4. On the other hand,
for q(N+2)(N&2) we may take, without loss of generality, y0=0 # 0,
and by Hardy’s inequality,
|
0
u2
|x| 2
dx\N&22 +
2
|
0
|{u| 2 dx, (4.8)
(see [11] or [12]) for 0<$<$0 we can estimate:
|
0 \
*
2
u2+
k
q+1
|u|q+1&
# |x| r
p+1
|u| p+1+ dx
|
[ |x|$] \*+
Ck
|x| 2 _
k
#&
(q&1)( p&q)
+ u2
+|
[x # 0 : |x| >$] \
k
q+1
|u|q+1&
#$2( p&q)(q+1)
2( p+1)
|u| p+1++C(*, $)
C1 \$2= 1#(q&1)( p&q)+ &{u&22+C2(*, $)

1
4
&{u&22+C2(*, $)
provided that #>0 is sufficiently large and consequently $>0 is chosen
sufficiently small. This yields the desired conclusion. K
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Using (4.8) we may complete the results of the previous section to
include the case where k # L(0) and h satisfies (4.3), and conclude:
Proposition 4.5. There exists #20 such that if k # L(0) and (4.3)
holds with #>#2 then the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds.
Sketch of the Proof. We have seen how, under the given assumptions,
Hardy’s inequality (4.8) implies that I* defines a C 1 functional on E,
coercive and bounded below for #>0 sufficiently large. We note that (4.8)
also ensures the lower semicontinuity of I* on E. Indeed, if un ( u0 weakly
in E (and hence in H 10(0)), then by the arguments of Lemma 2.10 we
derive:
I*(u0)&I*(un)
1
2
(&{u0&22&&{un&22)+
c
#(q&1)( p&q) |0
(un&u0)2
|x| 2
dx+o(1)

1
2
(&{u0&22&&{un&
2
2)+
c$
#(q&1)( p&1)
&{(un&u0)&22+o(1)

1
4
(&{u0&22&&{un&22)+o(1),
provided #>0 is sufficiently large to guarantee
c$
#(q&1)( p&q)
<
1
4
.
Consequently,
I*(u0)lim inf
n  
I*(un).
A similar argument, using (4.8), also shows that if : # L(0) and
&:&<4(N&2)2 then the operator &2&:(x)|x| 2 admits a first positive
eigenvalue and corresponding positive eigenfunction in H 10(0). In fact, if
((N&2)24) &:&=\<1 then
inf {&{u&22&|0
:(x) u2
|x| 2
dx, u # H 10(0), &u&2=1==+1>0. (4.9)
Let [un]/H 10(0) be a corresponding minimizing sequence such that
un ( u0 weakly in H 10(0) and &u0 &2=1. We have:
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lim inf
n   \&{u0&22&&{un&22+|0 :(x)
(u2n&u
2
0)
|x| 2
dx+
=lim inf
n   \&{u0&22&&{un&22+|0 :(x)
(un&u0)2
|x| 2
dx+
lim inf
n   \&{u0&22&&{un&22+\
N&2
2 +
2
&:& &{(un&u0)&22+
=(1&\) lim inf
n  
(&{u0&22&&{un&
2
2)0,
Thus, u0 defines a minimizer for (4.9) and provides us with the desired
eigenfunction.
As this point, we can combine the arguments of the previous sections
with (4.8) to derive the desired conclusions. The details are left to the inter-
ested reader. K
Remark 4.6. The results presented above for h defined by (4.3) should
be compared with certain questions of self-adjointness of linear Schro dinger
operators H=&2+V(x) with (singular) potentials of the form V(x)=
&C |x|&2. Using the Hardy inequality as above, we see that the quadratic
form associated to H is bounded below on H 10(0) if and only if C<
((N&2)2)2, and hence H may be defined as a self-adjoint operator via the
Friedrichs extension. For C<((N&2)2)2&1, one may prove a stronger
result, namely that H is essentially self-adjoint on C 0 (R
N"[0]), and that
its domain contains C 0 (R
N). The essential self-adjointness of H is the
result of estimating V in terms of &2 in the operator norm, as opposed
to the quadratic form bounds used to show H bounded below. (See
Example 4, on p. 172 of [15], and [12].)
Proofs of Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6. The proof of Theorem 1.5 is
now straightforward. In fact, by Lemma 4.1(a)(ii), and Lemma 2.10 we
may find for each * # (&, *1(0 )) an absolute minimizer u* for I* in E,
satisfying I*(u*)<0. So u*0 and by the structure of I* we may take
u*>0 in 0. Recall that, in case h>0 a.e. in 0 then *1(0 )=+.
Furthermore, we observe that according to the proof of Lemma 2.4 it is
possible to find a constant C0 (independent of *) such that
&u*&EC0 for all *0.
In turn, using (VV) we derive that
|
0
k(x) |u* | q+1 dxC1 ,
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and therefore, from (1.1)* it follows that |*| &u*&22C1 , for all *0. In
particular, &u*&2  0 as *  & and for $>0, conclude:
1
2
&{u*&22+
|*|
2
&u*&22+
1
2( p+1) |0 h |u* |
p+1 dx
c( p, q) |
x # 01 : [h$] \
k(x)
h(x)+
(q&1)( p&q)
u2k dx+C$ &u*&22
c( p, q) \|0 k(x) |u|q+1 dx+
2(q+1)
_\|[x # 01 : h$] _
k(x)
h(x)&
(q+1)( p&q)
k dx+
(q&1)(q+1)
+C$ &u*&22 .
Thus, for any =>0 we can fix $>0 sufficiently small such that
c( p, q) C 2q+11 \|[x # 01 : k$] _
k(x)
h(x)&
(q+1)( p&q)
k dx+
(q&1)(q+1)
<
=
2
,
and hence for any *<&C$ we obtain:
1
2
&{u*&22+
1
2( p+1) |0 h |u* |
p+1 dx<=.
In other words, &u*&E  0 as *  &, and the proof of Theorem 1.5 is
completed.
To obtain case (a) of Corollary 1.6 observe that either (V) is satisfied or
(4.3) holds with large #. In either case, the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds
and gives the desired result. In case (b), we satisfy the hypotheses of
Theorem 1.5 which implies the desired conclusion. K
Remark 4.7. To simplify our proofs, the results of this section have
been derived under the assumption that k # L(0). However, using the
arguments of Sections 2 and 3 one may obtain (with some additional
technical work) most of the above conclusions when k # L1(0).
5. WHEN K AND H HAVE SEPARATE SUPPORTS
In the previous sections we have studied problem (1.1)* in case
supp k/supp k (except for a set of measure zero). The goal of this section
is to describe yet a different behavior of problem (1.1)* when h and k admit
disjoint supports and therefore neither (V) nor (VV) can be satisfied. It
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will be convenient to introduce another parameter into the equation and
consider:
&2u=*u+k(x) uq&#h(x) u p,
{ u>0 in 0, (5.1)*, #u=0 on 0,
where #>0 is a constant. Our first result identifies those values of the
parameter #>0 for which problem (5.1)* admits a solution for given
**1 . From the discussion in Section 2, recall that (5.1)*, # admits no
solutions for **1(0 ). To avoid technicalities, we shall work in a regular
setting and assume throughout this section that h, k # C0, ;(0 ) for some
0<;<1. We have:
Proposition 5.1. Let h, k, # C0, ;(0 ), 0h, k0. If 1<q<p then for
every + # [*1 , *1(0 )) there exists #1=#1(+)>0 such that if #>#1 and =>0
is sufficiently small, problem (5.1)*, # admits a solution u # C2, ;(0) & C0(0 )
with I*(u)<0, for all *1&=*+.
Proof. For fixed + # [*1 , *1(0 )) we construct sub- and supersolutions.
To this purpose, let * # (+, *1(0 )) and #>0. From [14] (see also [2, 6, 8])
the problem
&2w#=* w#&#h(x) w p,
{ w#>0 in 0, (5.2)#w#=0 on 0,
admits a (unique) solution w#>0 in C 2, ;(0) & C0(0 ). Since we obtain w#
by rescaling the solution w1 of (5.2)#=1 as follows: w#=#&1( p&1)w1 , we
may choose #1 sufficiently large so that 0k(x) wq&1#1 (x)(* &+) in 0.
Consequently, * w#1+w#1+kw
q
#1
, a.e. in 0, and hence w#1 defines a super-
solution for (5.1)*, # for each ##1.
To obtain a small subsolution, we use bifurcation from the trivial
solution at *=*1 . To accomplish this, let X=C 2, ;(0) & C0(0 ) and
Y=C0, ;(0), and define the map F: X_R  Y by
F (u, *)=&2u&*u&k(x) uq+h(x) u p.
Note that F (0, *)=0 for all *, and Fu(0, *1) v=2v&*1v. Hence,
N(Fu(0, *1))=span[e1], codim R(Fu(0, *1))=1,
and
F*, u(0, *1) e1=&e1  R(Fu(0, *1)).
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These properties guarantee that (0, *1) is a bifurcation point for F. In
other words, if we decompose
X=span[e1]Z,
by the bifurcation theorem of [7] we obtain a neighborhood U of (0, *1)
in X_R, continuous functions .: (&a, a)  R, : (&a, a)  Z with
.(0)=*1 , (0)=0 and
F&1(0) & U=[(:e1+:(:), .(:)): : # (&a, a)] _ [(0, *): (0, *) # U ].
In other words, the curve u:=:(e1+(:)) consists of solutions to (5.1)*, #
with *=.(:). Note that in particular, (:)  0 uniformly as :  0, which
guarantees that u:>0 in 0 for all :>0 sufficiently small.
Furthermore, since p>q, integrating (5.1).(:), # against e1 we obtain:
(*1&.(:)) |
0
u: e1 dx=|
0
(kuq:&hu
p
: ) e1 dx
=:q |
0
keq+11 dx+o(:
q)>0, (5.3)
that is,
lim
:  0+
*1&.(:)
:q&1
=|
0
k(x) eq+11 dx>0,
and we conclude .(:)<*1 for all :>0 sufficiently small. Moreover, for all
* # [*1 , +] as :  0+ we have:
I*(u:)
:q+1

I*1(u:)
:q+1
=
1
2 \
.(:)&*1
:q&1 ++\
1
2
&
1
q+1+ |0 k(x) eq+11 dx+o(1)
and consequently,
lim
:  0+
I*(u:)
:q+1
&
1
q+1 |0 k(x) e
q+1
1 dx<0.
Therefore, by choosing :0>0 sufficiently small, we can ensure that
u

=u:0<u in 0 and I*(u
)I*1(u )<0, for all *1*+. In addition, by
choosing 0<=<*1&.(:0) sufficiently small, we may also guarantee that
for all *1&=**1 the subsolution u =u:0 for (5.1)*, # also satisfies
I*(u
)I*1(u
)+= &u&22<0.
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Thus, for every * # [*1&=, +] the desired solution u is obtained as an
extremal for the minimization problem:
I*(u)=inf[I*(w): w # H 10(0), u
wu a.e. in 0]I*(u
)<0. K (5.4)
Remark 5.2. It is useful to note that by the construction of Proposi-
tion 5.1 we can also characterize the solution u* of (5.1)*, # by the property:
(I"*(u*) ., .)0 for all . # E. (5.5)
Remark 5.3. Note also that we may remove the hypothesis k0
provided
|
0
k(x) eq+11 dx>0. (5.6)
If instead we have
|
0
k(x) eq+11 dx<0, (5.7)
then one obtains the opposite sign in (5.3), and solutions to (5.1)*, # bifur-
cate to the right at *1 . In other words, one may establish the existence of
(small) solutions to (5.1)*, # for *>*1 and for all #>0.
In view of Proposition 5.1, for all * # [*1 , *1(0 )), it makes sense to
define
#0(*)=inf[#>0: (5.1)*, # admits a weak solution u # E with I*(u)<0].
(Notice that I* is well defined on the solutions of (5.1)*, # which belong to E.)
Also observe that #0(*) is monotonically increasing with *. Indeed, if
*1*<*$ any solution of (5.1)*$, # is a supersolution for (5.1)*, # , and by
bifurcation argument of Proposition 5.1 there exist small subsolutions u
for (5.1)*, # , **1 , with I4(u
)<0. The conclusion then follows via the
variational form of Perron’s method (see (5.4) above.)
When either condition (V) or (VV) holds we have (by Theorem 2.1 or 2.2)
that #0(*)=0 for all **1 . On the contrary, we show that #0(*)
#0(*1)>0 when (V) and (VV) fail.
To illustrate this phenomenon we consider a rather extreme situation in
which (V) and (VV) are violated because the functions h and k are disjointly
supported. We define
01=[x # 0 : h(x)>0], 02=[x # 0 : k(x)<0], 00=0"(01 _ 02),
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and assume that h and k are non-negative functions satisfying:
{h, k # C
0, ;(0 ), 0<;<1,
01{<, 02 {<, and 01 & 02=<.
(5.8)
Under these assumptions we can guarantee that I* # C1(E) only when
q(N+2)(N&2). Nevertheless, condition (5.8) enables us to derive the
following:
Lemma 5.4. Let 1<q<(N+2)(N&2) and h, k satisfy (5.8). For all
* # [*1 , *1(0 )) we have that #0(*)>0 and problem (5.1)*, #0(*) admits a
solution.
Proof. We start by showing that #0(*1)>0, then use the monotonicity
of #0( } ) to conclude that #0(*)>0 when *1*<*1(0 ).
Let #nz#0=#0(*1), and let un # E be the corresponding solutions for
(5.1)*1, #n satisfying I*1(un)<0. Using the equation (5.1)*1, #n and the fact that
I*1(un)<0, we obtain:
\12&
1
q+1+ |0 k |un| q+1 dx\
1
2
&
1
p+1+ #n |0 h |un| p+1 dx (5.9)
By hypothesis (5.8) we may choose ’ # C 0 (R
N) with 0’1 and
’(x)={1, x # 01 ;0, x # 02 . (5.10)
We now use .=un’ as a test function in the equation to obtain
|
0
’ |{un| 2 dx+#n |
0
h |un| p+1 dx|
0 _
1
2
(&2’)+*1’& u2n dxC |0 u2n .
Since both terms on the left-hand side of the above inequality are positive,
we derive:
#n |
0
h |un| p+1 dxC |
0
u2n dx. (5.11)
Consequently, from (5.9) and I*1(un)<0 it follows:
|
0
k |un| q+1 dxC |
0
u2n dx (5.12)
|
0
|{un| 2 dxC |
0
u2n dx, (5.13)
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with C>0 a constant depending only on *. Note that the same estimates
(5.11)(5.13) could be obtained if we replaced by the hypothesis I*(un)<0
with the condition: (I"*(un) ., .)0 for all . # E.
We claim that &un&2C for all n # N. Suppose the contrary, and take
vn=un&un&2 . From (5.13) we see that &{vn&2C, and so we may extract
a subsequence of vn ( v0 weakly in H 10(0), but strongly in L
2. Clearly,
&v0&2=1, and hence v00. Moreover, (5.12) implies that
|
0
k(x) |v0| q+1 dxlim inf
n   |0 k(x) |vn|
q+1 dx=0. (5.14)
In particular, v0 # H 1D(0"02) and therefore 0 k(x) |un|
q&1 unv0=0 for all
n # N. Thus v0 satisfies:
&{v1&22&*1 |v0|
2
20,
which is impossible, since *1<*1(0"02). Consequently, &un&2C for some
constant C>0, and (5.11), (5.13) imply that:
&{un&2C, #n |
0
h(x) |un| p+1 dxC.
We now exclude the possibility that #0(*1)=0. Argue by contradiction
and suppose that #n  0. Since un are bounded in H 10(0), we extract a
weakly convergent subsequence (which we continue to denote by un),
un ( u0 in H 10(0). Furthermore, for every . # E we have:
#n }|0 hu pn . dx }#1( p+1)n \|0 h(x) . p+1+
1( p+1)
_\#n |0 hu p+1n dx+
p( p+1)
 0
as #n  0 for n  . Thus passing to the limit in the equation we derive:
|
0
{u0 } {.&*1 u0.&kuq0. dx=0 for each . # E. (5.15)
In particular, u0 defines a (weak) solution for
{&2u&*1u=ku
q,
u0
in H 10(0),
in 0,
(5.16)
which admits only the trivial solution. Consequently u0#0, and un  0
strongly in L2. From (5.13) we then conclude un  0 strongly in H 10(0).
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Decompose un=tn e1+wn , with wn = e1 in H 10(0). Therefore, tn  0,
wn  0 in H 10(0), and from (5.1)*, #n we obtain:
\1&*1*2+ &{wn&22&{wn&22&*1 &wn&22+#n |0 h(x) |tn e1+wn| p+1 dx
=|
0
k(x) |tne1+wn|q+1 dx
c1 |tn|q+1 |
0
k(x) eq+11 dx+c2 &{wn&
q+1
2 . (5.17)
In particular,
1
c3 |tn|q+1 0 keq+11
&{wn&22
+c4 &{wn&q&12
=
c3 |tn|q+1 0 keq+11
&{wn&22
+o(1), as n  ,
(c3 , c4>0), which implies:
&{wn&2
|tn| q+1
c5 , for all n # N, (5.18)
with c5>0 a suitable constant.
Set zn=wntn . By (5.18) we have zn  0 strongly in H 10(0) and hence
also in Lq+1. So, returning to (5.17), we may divide by |tn|q+1 to arrive at:
#n |tn| p&q |
0
h(x) |e1+zn| p+1 dx
|
0
k(x) |e1+zn|q+1 dx  |
0
keq+11 dx (5.19)
as n  +. In particular from (5.19) we derive:
|tn| p&q #n |
0
h(x) |e1+zn| p&1 (e1+zn) e1
c[|tn| p&q #n]1( p+1) \#n |tn| p&q |0 h(x) |e1+zn| p+1+
p( p+1)
 0,
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as n  . This is impossible, since from (5.1)*, #n we arrive at following
contradiction,
0=t&qn |
0
{un } {e1&*1une1
=|
0
k(x) |e1+zn|q&1 (e1+zn) e1
&t p&qn #n |
0
h(x) |e1+zn| p&1 (e1+zn) e1
=|
0
k(x) eq+11 +o(1)>0
for n large. This proves that #0(*1)>0 and, in turn, #0(*)>0 for all
* # [*1 , *1(0 )).
We now show that (5.1)*, #0(*) admits a solution for all * # [*1 , *1(0 )).
Choose un , #n as above. Since #0(*)>0, estimates (5.11) and (5.13) now
imply that &un&EC, and hence we may pass to a subsequence (still
denoted by un , #n) for which un ( u0 in E with u0 a solution for (5.1)*, #0(*) .
A this point, to conclude we only need to show that u00.
We argue again by contradiction and suppose that un ( u0 #0 in E. In
particular, &un&2  0, hence by (5.11) and (5.13) it follows un  0 strongly
in E. If *=*1 , then it suffices to repeat the argument above to arrive at a
contradiction. In case * # (*1 , *1(0 )), then vn=un &un&2 ( 0 weakly in
E, and from (5.11) and (5.13) it follows:
&un& p&12 |
0
h(x) v pn e1=o(1)=&un&q&12 |
0
k(x) vqne1 .
Thus, testing (5.1)*, #n on e1 and dividing by &un&2 , we conclude:
0>(*1&*) |
0
v0e1= lim
n   |0 {vn } {e1&*vne1=0,
a contradiction. So u00 and it gives the desired solution for (5.1)*, #0(*) .
K
Remark 5.5. Lemma 5.4 remains valid for k changing sign but satis-
fying (5.6), and with 0 replaced by 0 =0"[supp h _ supp k&]. The
modifications to the proof are mostly obvious, with two exceptions:
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(a) The conclusion v0 # H 1D(0"02) (on page 39) no longer follows
from (5.14). Instead, use  # H 1D(02) & E as a test function in the equation
to obtain
0=|
0
({vn } {&*vn )&&un&q&12 |
0
k |vn|q&1 vn,
since h#0 a.e. in 0. Consequently,
|
0
k |v0| q&1 v0 dx= lim
n   |0 k |vn|
q&1 vn dx=0
for any  # H 1D(02) & E, and hence v0 # H
1
D(0"02) as before.
(b) To conclude that equation (5.16) admits only the trivial solution
when (5.6) holds we apply Lemma 1.3 of [1].
Set
#*=inf[#0(*): *>*1]#0(*1)>0.
From Lemma 5.4 we can characterize #* equivalently as follows:
#*=inf[#>0: (5.1)*, # admits a solution in E for some *>*1]. (5.20)
In fact, as 1<q<(N+2)(N&2) and h, k # C 0, ;(0 ), every solution u # E of
(5.1)*, # is a regular solution (i.e., u # X=C2, ;(0) _ C0(0 )). Thus, for **1
we can use the bifurcation curve starting at (0, *1) to obtain a subsolution
u

# X satisfying u

<u in 0 and I*(u
)<0. Consequently, the variational form
of Perron’s method enables us to obtain a solution u1 to (5.1)*, # satisfying
the additional property I*(u1)<0. In turn, this implies that if (5.1)*, #
admits a solution for some *>*1 , then ##0(*)inf*>*1 #0(*), that is
inf[#>0: (5.1)*, # admits a solution in E for some *>*1]#*.
The reversed inequality follows easily, in view of Lemma 5.4.
At this point we can describe how assumption (5.8) implies a different
behavior for problem (5.1)*, # .
Theorem 5.6. Let 1<q<(N+2)(N&2) and h, k0 satisfy (5.8). If
#>#* then there exist numbers *&(#), *+(#) with *&(#)<*1<*+(#) such
that:
(i) if *<*&(#) or *=*+(#) then (5.1)*, # admits at least one
solution;
(ii) if *&(#)<*<*1 , then (5.1)*, # admits at least three ordered
solutions;
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(iii) if *1*<*+(#) or *=*&(#), then (5.1)*, # admits at least two
ordered solutions;
(iv) if *>*+(#), then (5.1)*, # admits no solutions.
Remark 5.7. From a variational viewpoint, the solutions described by
Theorem 5.6 are either local minima or are of mountain-pass type (possibly
degenerate). More precisely, when * # (*&(#), *1) a local minimum is trapped
between two mountains-pass solutions. Furthermore, when #<#* it is still
possible to define *&(#) and *+(#) provided #>0 remains close to #*. In
this situation it will result that *+(#)<*1 and for * # (*&(#), *+(#)) it is
still possible to obtain a solution of minimum type between two mountains
pass solutions. However, as we decrease #, the value *+(#) will eventually
coincide with *&(#) and problem (5.1)*, # will no longer admit solutions of
minimum type. More precisely, we have:
Theorem 5.8. There exists # >0 such that if 0<#<# then (5.1)*, #
admits a solution if and only if *<*1 . Furthermore, no solution u of (5.1)*, #
with #<# can satisfy (I"*(u) ., .)0 for all . # E.
Proof of Theorem 5.6. Fix #>#*. We can find +>*1 such that #>#0(+)
and therefore we may conclude by the arguments of Proposition 5.1 that
there exists an ===(#)>0 such that for all * # (*1&=, +), (5.1)*, # admits a
solution u with I*(u)<0. Hence, we may define
*+(#)=sup[*: (5.1)*, # admits a solution]
=sup[*: (5.1)*, # admits a solution u # E with I*(u)<0].
Clearly, *1<*+(#)<*1(0 ). We have:
Lemma 5.9. Let 1<q(N+2)(N&2). If #>#*, then there exists
*&(#)<*1 and C>0 such that problem (5.1)*, # admits a positive solution
u1, * , satisfying &u1, *&EC for each * # [*&(#), *+(#)]. Furthermore, for
*&(#)<*<*+(#), u1, * defines a local minimum for I* in E.
Proof. We start by showing that (5.1)*, # admits a solution for all
*1**+(#). Let * # [*1 , *+(#)) be fixed. By the definition of *+(#) there
exists + with + # (*, *+(#)] such that (5.1)+, # admits a positive solution v+ ,
satisfying I+(v+)<0. Moreover, v+ is a supersolution for (5.1)*, # , and by
the argument of Proposition 5.1, we may find a subsolution u

<v+ satis-
fying I*(u
)<0. Applying Perron’s method, we obtain a positive solution u*
to (5.1)*, # satisfying I*(u*)<0.
To treat the case *=*+(#) we proceed by a limiting argument and
consider a sequence +n A *+(#) and the associated sequence of solutions
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un=u+n of (5.1)+n, # . We can now repeat the arguments used in Lemma 5.4
to prove the strong convergence of un to a solution of (5.1)*+(#), # . Indeed,
using the test function un’ with ’ as in (5.10), we proceed as in (5.9)(5.13)
to obtain:
#n |
0
h |un| p+1 dxC |
0
u2n dx. (5.21)
|
0
k |un| q+1 dxC |
0
u2n dx (5.22)
|
0
|{un| 2 dxC |
0
u2n dx, (5.23)
with constant C>0 depending on *. Exactly as in Lemma 5.4 we derive
that &un&2C, and from (5.21) and (5.23) conclude that &un&EC.
Extracting a subsequence if necessary, we have un ( u+ in E, with u+
a (weak) solution of (5.1)*+(#), # . As in the last part of the proof of
Lemma 5.4 can also verify that u+0.
Next, set
*&(#)=inf[*: (5.1)*, # admits a solution u # E with 0<u(x)u+(x) a.e.].
By the construction in Proposition 5.1 we have that necessarily *&(#)<*1 .
To see that *&(#)>&, suppose that u=u* solves (5.1)*, # and
0<uu+ . Integrating the equation against u* we have:
*1 |
0
u2*&{u*&
2
2|
0
*u2*+k |u*|
q+1 dx(*+&kuq&1+ &) |
0
u2* dx.
By Lemma 2.8 this gives a lower bound on *&(#).
Using sub- and supersolution arguments in a familiar way, for each
* # (*&(#), *+(#)) we obtain a solution v*u+ such that 0<v*<u+ in 0
and whose linearization satisfies
(I"*(v*) ., .)0 for all . # E. (5.24)
(Here it is essential that v* # X !) In particular,
(q&1) |
0
kvq+1* dx( p&1) |
0
hv p+1* dx. (5.25)
Thus, to obtain a solution for *=*&(#) we can proceed again by a limiting
argument. Indeed, by (5.25) we can apply the arguments used in
Lemma 5.4 to a sequence un=v&n of solutions to (5.1)&n , # with &n a *&(#),
and conclude that un  u& in E. This is established with the help of the
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dominated convergence theorem, as 0unu+ a.e. in 0. Furthermore, as
q<(N+2)(N&2) applying Lemma 2.8(i) to un we conclude u&0.
Now we may construct our desired family of solutions. For each
* # (*&(#), *+(#)) we apply Perron’s method in the fixed constraint set
4=[u # E : u&(x)u(x)u+(x) a.e.].
In this way, we obtain a solution u1, * # C1, ;(0 ) which is a minimum of I*
in the C1-topology. Appealing to the result of Brezis 6 Nirenberg [5]
(now q<(N+2)(N&2),) we may infer that each u* is an H 10 minimizer
as well. Furthermore, as &u1, *&&u+& and
I*(u1, *)max[I*&(#)(u&), I*&(#)(u+)],
we immediately derive &u1, *&EC for all * # [*&(#), *+(#)]. K
Remark 5.10. Note that in constructing u+ and u& we take the limit of
solutions u* whose linearizations satisfy (5.24). Therefore, this property will
be shared by u+ , u& as well. From the point of view of bifurcation, this
means that these are turning points in the curve of solutions. Nevertheless,
at these points the curve is well behaved in the sense that solutions
continue smoothly through them. Also note that the same conclusions hold
when the condition k0 is replaced by (5.6). (See Remark 5.5)
Since u1, * is a local minimum and I* is unbounded below in E, we expect
to find a second solution of mountain-pass type. More precisely, we seek
a solution in the convex set
M2=[u # E : u1, *(x)u(x) a.e.].
As already observed in Section 3, this amounts to find u # M2 such that
g(u)=sup[(I$*(u), u&v): v # M2 , &u&v&E1]=0,
and a version of the Palais-Smale condition in M2 is required. Note that
we do not require a sign condition on k, although q<(N+2)(N&2) is
necessary for the Palais-Smale condition to hold.
Lemma 5.11. Suppose 1<q<p, q<(N+2)(N&2), h0 and (5.8) hold.
Let 0u0 # E be a solution to
&2u0&*u0+kuq0&#hu
p
0 (5.26)
and let
M=[u # E : u(x)u0(x) a.e.].
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If *<*1(00) and [un]/M satisfies:
I*(un)  b (5.27)
g*(un)  0, (5.28)
then un admits a convergent subsequence in E.
We recall that 00=0"(01 _ 02).
Proof. Take v=2un # M; from (5.28) we have:
(I$*(un), un)o(1) &un&E .
This inequality combined with (5.27) yields,
\12&
1
q+1+ |0 k |un| q+1 dx
\12&
1
p+1+ |0 h |un| p+1 dx+o(1) &un&E . (5.29)
Let ’ be defined as in (5.10). Set vn=un&u00 and use v=’u0+
(1&’) un # M in (5.28) to obtain (I$*(un), ’vn)o(1) &’vn&E . Using the fact
that u0 solves (5.26) we obtain:
|
0
’ |{vn| 2 dx+|
0
h[(u0+vn) p&u p0 ] vn dx
|
0 _
1
2
(&2’)+*’& v2n dx+* |0 ’u0vn+o(1) &’vn&E
C |
0
v2n+C+o(1) &vn&E .
Observe that as vn0 a.e. in 0, both terms on the left-hand side of the
above inequality are positive, and therefore:
|
0
h[|u0+vn| p&u p0 ] vn dxC |
0
v2n dx+C+o(1) &vn&E . (5.30)
In particular,
|
0
h |un| p+1C &vn&22+o(1) &vn&E+C. (5.31)
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From (5.27) and (5.29) we have in addition:
|
0
k |un|q+1 dxC |
0
v2n dx+o(1) &vn&E+C (5.32)
|
0
|{un| 2 dxC |
0
v2n dx+o(1) &vn&E+C. (5.33)
We now claim that &vn&2C, or equivalently, &un&2C. Suppose the
contrary, and take wn=vn &vn&2 . From (5.31) and (5.33) we see that
&wn&EC, and so we may extract a subsequence of wn ( w0 weakly in E,
pointwise a.e. in 0 and strongly in L2(0) and in Lq+1(0). Clearly,
&w0&2=1, and hence w00.
By dividing (5.31) and (5.32) by &vn&22 , we have:
0&vn& p&12 |
0
h |wn| p+1 dxC+o(1),
and by Fatou’s Lemma we conclude
|
0
h |w0| p+1 dx=0
that is, w0(x)=0 a.e. on 01 and consequently w0 # H 1D(0"01). Choose
 # C 10(02), and take v=un&(vn &vn&2) . Note that &un&v&EC, and
since &vn&2  +, for n large we have that (x)&vn&2 in 0, and
v=

&vn&2
u0+\1& &vn&2+ unu0
a.e. in 0. So, v # M and we may use it in (5.28) to obtain:
o(1)
1
&vn&2 \I$*(un),
vn
&vn&2
+
=|
0
({wn } {(wn)&*w2n)&|
0
k(x)
[(u0+vn)q&uq0]
&vn&22
vn dx.
In particular,
&vn&q&12 |
0
k(x) _\ u0&vn&2+wn+
q
&
uq0
&vn&q2& wn dxo(1),
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and consequently,
|
0
k(x) |w0| q+1 . dx0 for all  # C 10(02).
Replacing  by & we conclude:
|
0
k(x) |w0| q+1 . dx=0 for all  # C 20(02),
and therefore w0 # H 1D(00).
At this point, to reach a contradiction, we define the measurable set,
4n=[x # 0: 0<un(x)&u0(x)<w0(x)].
Observe that 4n /00 , and |4n|  0 as n  , since (un&u0)&vn&2  w0
a.e. in 0 and &vn&2  . Setting .n=(un&u0&w0)& # H 1D(00), we take
v=un&w0+.n # M in (5.28) to obtain:
o(1)
1
&vn&2
(I$*(un), w0&.n)
=&{w0&22&* &w0&
2
2+
1
&vn&2
(I$*(un)&I$*(u0), &.n)+o(1)
=&{w0&22&* &w0&
2
2+|
4n
{(un&u0)
&vn&2
} {(un&u0&w0)
&|
4n
*(un&u0)
&vn&2
(un&u0&w0)+o(1)
&{w0&22&* &w0&
2
2&|
4n
{w0 } {wn dx+o(1)
=&{w0&22&* &w0&
2
2+o(1).
(We have used .n # H 1D(00) and un&u0&w0<0 on 4n in evaluating the
above expression.) Thus, passing to the limit as n  +, we conclude:
&{w0&22&* &w0&
2
20.
But this is impossible, since &w0&2=1, w0 # H 1D(00), and *<*1(00). In
conclusion, &un&2C.
Thus, from (5.31) and (5.33) it follows that [un] is uniformly bounded
in E, and so we may extract a weakly convergence subsequence (still
denoted by un , ) un ( u in E, and a.e. in 0. In particular, u # M and
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o(1)(I$*(un)&I$*(u))(un&u)
=|
0
|{(un&u)| 2 dx
+|
0
h[|un| p&1 un&|u| p&1 u](un&u) dx+o(1).
Both remaining terms are non-negative, and hence both must tend to zero.
This proves that un  u0 strongly in E, and the proof is complete. K
Remark 5.12. Similar arguments may be used to prove the more tradi-
tional form of the Palais-Smale condition for I* under the hypotheses:
1q<(N+2)(N&2), (5.8) holds, and * is not an eigenvalue of &2 in
H 1D(00).
We are now ready to establish the following:
Lemma 5.13. If u0 is a local minimizer for I* in E then (5.1)*, # admits a
solution u # E satisfying u>u0 in 0.
This result provides us with the following:
Corollary 5.14. Suppose that (5.8) is satisfied.
(a) If *<*1 problem (5.1)*, # admits a solution for all #>0.
(b) If #>#* and * # (*&(#), *+(#)) then problem (5.1)*, # admits a
solution u2, * # E satisfying u2, *>u1, * in 0 (with u1, * defined in Lemma 5.9).
Moreover, there exists c # R such that lim sup* a *&(#) I*(u2, *)c.
Proof of Lemma 5.13. Since u0 is a local minimizer for I* in E, for a
suitable $0>0 we have I*(u)I*(u0) for all &u&u0&$0 . Set
M=[u # E : u0u a.e. in 0].
The following alternative holds: either
(a) for every 0<$<$0
inf[I*(u): u # M, &u&u0&E=$]=I*(u0);
or,
(b) there exists 0<$1<$0 such that
inf[I*(u): u # M, &u&u0&E=$1]=a0>I*(u0).
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If case (a) holds, then by Ekeland’s variational principle for each fixed
0<$<$0 we may find a sequence un # M such that &un&u0&E=$ and,
I*(un)  I*(u0) and g(un)  0, as n  .
By Lemma 5.11, we may extract a subsequence and conclude that un k  u$
strongly in E with &u0&u$&E=$. So in this situation we find a one-
parameter family of critical points for I* in M, and consequently infinitely
many solutions to (5.1)*, # in M.
Therefore, assume that (b) holds. We show that in this case I* admits a
mountain-pass structure in the set M. In fact, if v0 # C 0 (02), v00, v00,
then using the fact that u0 solves (5.1)*, # we have:
I*(u0+tv0)I*(u0)+
t2
2
&{v0&22&
tq+1
q+1 |0 kv
q+1
0  & (5.34)
as t  +. So there exists a t0>0 (depending only on v0) sufficiently large
such that v1=u0+t0v0 # M satisfies I*(v1)<I*(u0). Set:
P=[_ # C([0, 1], M): _(0)=u0 and _(1)=v1],
and define
b= inf
_ # P
sup
t # [0, 1]
I*(_(t)).
From (b) it results that b>I*(u0). Therefore, by the deformation lemma on
convex sets (see [16], Theorem II.11.7) we obtain a sequence un # M
satisfying (5.27) and (5.28) as n  . Hence Lemma 5.11 provides for the
existence of a critical point u for I* on M as the limit in E of a subsequence
of un . Since I*(u)=b>I*(u0), we conclude that u>u0 in 0 and u gives the
desired solution. K
Remark 5.15. Alternatively, instead of searching for critical points of I*
in M we could have worked on the whole space E and proven Lemma 5.14
by introducing the modified functional,
8*(v)=
1
2
&{v&22&
*
2
&v&22&|
0
k _(u0+v
+)q+1
q+1
&
uq+10
q+1
&uq0v
+&
+# |
0
h _(u0+v
+) p+1
p+1
&
u p+10
p+1
&u p0 v
+&
=I*(v0+v)&I*(u0)+
*
2
&v&&22
+|
[v0]
k _(u0+v
&)q+1
q+1
&
uq+10
q+1
&uq0v
&& ,
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whose critical points v # E automatically yield solutions u to (5.1)*, # satis-
fying uu0 .
Proof of Corollary 5.14. To establish (a) it suffices to take u0#0 (see
Lemma 2.8(i)) in Lemma 5.13, while (b) follows by choosing u0=u1, * .
To obtain the bound lim sup* a *&(#) I*(u2, *)c we first note that
&u1, *&2C, and consequently I*(u1, *)C2 for all * # [*&(#), *+(#)]. So
the desired bound on I*(u2, *) now follows easily in case alternative (a)
holds, while under the alternative (b) it will be obtained by maximizing in
(5.34) for t # [0, t0]. K
We now treat the case *&(#)<*<*1 , where we claim the existence of a
third positive solution. The proof of this fact follows as in Theorem 2.1,
part (ii) Indeed, consider the convex set,
M1=[u # E : 0u(x)u1, *(x)].
As before, we note that u#0 and u1, * solve (5.1)*, # and therefore critical
points of I* in M1 in the sense of Definition 3.5 define solutions to (5.1)*, #
(see [16].) Furthermore, Lemma 5.11 remains valid for I* in M1 . In
fact its proof simplifies considerably and it can be derived following
the arguments of Lemma 3.6. Fixing * # (*&(#), *1), from Lemma 5.9 we
know that u1, * defines a local minimum for I* in E, while u#0 is a strict
local minimum (see Lemma 2.8(i)). Hence, we may again appeal to
Theorem II.11.8 of [16] to conclude that I* admits a critical point
u0, * # M1 which is not of minimum type.
Finally, we consider the case *=*&(#). From our previous results we
know that for suitable =0>0 there are three solutions u0, *<u1, *<u2, * of
(5.1)*, # for each * # (*&(#), *&(#)+=0). Showing that these two families of
solutions admit limits as * a *&(#) is not difficult, but we need more
delicate arguments in order to ensure that the respective limits are distinct.
(cf. Theorem 2.7 of [2].)
From Lemma 5.9 we already obtained a (regular) solution u& to
(5.1)*&(#), # as a limit local minima. Hence, u& satisfies
(I"*&(#)(u&) ., .)0 for all . # E. (5.35)
By the definition of *&(#) we have that necessarily u& must be degenerate.
Therefore, in view of (5.35) we may conclude that ker I"*&(#)(u&)=span[.1]
with .1>0 in 0 the first eigenfunction of the linearized problem. Setting
X=C2, ;(0) & C0(0 ) we define F # C1(X_R, C0, ;(0)), given by,
F(u, *)=&2u&*u&k(x) |u|q&1 u+h(x) |u| p&1 u,
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we have
Fu, *(u& , *&(#)) .1=.1  Ran Fu(u& , *&(#)).
Hence, by a result of Crandall and Rabinowitz [7] there exists a neighbor-
hood of (u& , *&(#)) in X_R such that the solution set of F(u, *)=0
forms a C1-curve (u(s), *(s)), |s|<=, with *(0)=*&(#), *4 (0)=0, and
u(0)=u& . More precisely, if we denote by Z the orthogonal complement
of span[.1] in X, then there exists a C1-map z: (&=, =)  Z, such that
u(s)=u&+s.1+z(s) and z(0)=0=z* (0). In particular, we may conclude
that z(s)  0 and z* (s)  0 as s  0 uniformly in 0 . Consequently, for some
0<s0= it follows that for all |s|s0 , u(s), u* (s)>0 in 0, and hence u(s)
is (pointwise) monotonically increasing as a function of s. Moreover, u* (s)
satisfies:
&2u* (s)&*(s) u* (s)&[qku(s)q&1&phu(x) p&1] u* (s)=*4 (s) u(s). (5.36)
By the definition of *&(#) we must have that necessarily *(s)*&(#)
and we may suppose that for every s # (0, s0] we have *(s)>*&(#)
(otherwise we would have already found or second solution!) Let
S=[+: there exists s # [0, s0] with *(s)=+ and *4 (s)=0],
which by Sard’s Theorem has measure zero. Take + # (*&(#), *(s0))"S,
so we can find s # (0, s0) such that +=*(s) and *4 (s){0. Therefore, it is
well-defined:
s+=max[s # [0, s0]: *(s)=+]<s0 .
We claim that *4 (s+)>0 for all + # (*&(#), *(s0))"S. Indeed, *4 (s+){0, and
if *4 (s+)<0, then there would exist s1 # (s+ , s0) such that *(s1)<+<*(s0).
By continuity, we find a value s2 # (s1 , s0) with *(s2)=+, and this contra-
dicts the maximality of s+ . From (5.36) with s=s+ it follows that the first
eigenvalue for I"+(u(s+)) is positive. Namely, u(s+) is a strict local minimum
for I+ .
Now, we choose a sequence +n # (*&(#), *(s0))"S with +nz*&(*), and
we may assume that u(s+n)  u& in E (otherwise we would have found our
second solution!) In particular &u(s+n)&EC, and we may replace u1, + by
u(s+) in Corollary 5.14 and obtain a mountain-pass solution wn>u(s+n)
for equation (5.1)+n, # , satisfying I+n(wn)c for every n # N. Therefore, by
familiar arguments we may pass to a suitable subsequence [wnk ] and
obtain that wnk  w0 in E with w0 a solution of (5.1)*&(#), # .
By construction, w0u& in 0, and we are left to show that w0 {u& .
Indeed, if w0=u& then (+n , wn) would belong to the given solution-curve,
and there would exist sn # (0, s0) such that *(sn)=+n and u(sn)=wn . By the
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maximality of s+n necessarily sn<s+n , and consequently wn=u(sn)<u(s+n).
This is clearly impossible, so the proof of Theorem 5.6 is completed. K
Proof of Theorem 5.8. We argue by contradiction and follow the same
steps as in the proof of Lemma 5.4. Suppose that there exist sequences
#n  0 and *n # R such that problem (5.1)*n , #n admits a solution un satisfying
(I"*n(un) ., .)0 for all . # E. (5.37)
By the sub- and supersolution method of Lemma 5.1, if some *n>*1 , then
we would also find a solution u~ n of (5.1)*1, #n satisfying (5.37), and so
without loss of generality we may assume that *n*1 .
Using un as a test function in both the equation and in (5.37), we easily
obtain:
(q&1) |
0
k |un| q+1 dx( p&1) #n |
0
h |un| p+1 dx.
Integrating the equation against un’ (with ’ defined as in (5.10),) we derive
the estimates:
#n |
0
h |un| p+1 dxC(1+*n) |
0
u2n dx. (5.38)
|
0
k |un|q+1 dxC(1+*n) |
0
u2n dx (5.39)
|
0
|{un| 2 dxC(1+*n) |
0
u2n dx, (5.40)
with C>0 a constant.
From (5.40) it is clear that *n must remain bounded below, since if
*n  & we would have un#0 a.e. for all sufficiently large n. Hence, we
may assume that (some subsequence of) *n  4 with &<4*1 . As in
the proof of Lemma 5.4 we may deduce that &un&2C, and hence by (5.40)
we may extract a weakly convergent subsequence (still denoted by un),
un ( u0 in H 10(0). Using (5.38) and the fact that #n  0, we may pass to
the limit in the equation and in (5.37) to conclude that u0 satisfies:
{&2u0=4u0+k(x) u
q
0
(I"4 ., .)0
in 0,
for all . # E.
But for 4*1 the only solution of this problem is the trivial solution, and
therefore we must have un  0 strongly in H 10(0).
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If 4=*1 then a contradiction is reached exactly as in the proof of
Lemma 5.4. If instead 4<*1 , then a subsequence of vn=un&un&2 satisfies
vn ( v0 in H 10(0) with &v0&2=1. Using (5.38)(5.40) we may divide the
equation by &un&2 and pass to the limit to obtain the following contra-
diction:
0<(*1&4) |
0
v0 e1=|
0
{v0 } {e1&4 |
0
v0e1= lim
n  
I$*n(un) e1
&un&2
=0. K
Remark 5.16. A more careful analysis should yield to an appropriate
version of Lemma 2.8 when q=(N+2)(N&2) and therefore give a version
of Theorem 5.6 for critical q=(N+2)(N&2). K
Some Generalizations. As already remarked in Section 3 and Remarks 5.3,
and 5.5 the hypothesis k0 is not essential for many of our results and may
be replaced by the sign condition (5.6) in certain cases. With some minor
modifications, the above arguments yield to the following generalization of
Theorems 5.6 and 5.8:
Theorem 5.17. Suppose 1<q<p with q<(N+2)(N&2), and let k, h
satisfy conditions (5.6) and (5.8) with h0. There exists #**>0 such that
for all #>#** the conclusions of Theorem 5.6 hold. Moreover, for #<#
sufficiently small, no solution u of (5.1)*, # can satisfy (5.37).
If instead of (5.6), we assume the opposite sign condition (5.7), then the
solvability of (5.1)*, # is qualitatively different. Recall that the sign of
0 k(x) eq+11 determines the local behavior of the solution-curve bifurcating
from (*1 , 0) (see Remark 5.3). When (5.7) holds, such a curve lies to the
right of the hyperplane *=*1 in the (*, u)-space and in particular, #*=0
in this case.
Theorem 5.18. Suppose 1<q<p, q<(N+2)(N&2), and k, h satisfy
(5.8), h0, and (5.7). Then, for all #0 there exists 4=4(#)>*1 such that
equation (5.1)*, # admits:
(i) at least two (ordered ) solutions for * # (*1 , 4);
(ii) at least one solution for **1 or *=4;
(iii) no solutions for *>4.
Moreover, there exists #^>0 such that whenever 0#< #^ no solution u of
(5.1)*, # with **1 can satisfy (5.37).
Note that the case #=0 is a consequence of theorem 2.7 of [1]. (See also
[14].)
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we show that if we require, on h and k, a slightly
stronger assumption than (V), we can prove the existence of a maximal
solution to problem (1.1)* , * # [**, *1(0 )). To this purpose, let us assume
that,
h, k # L(0) and |
02 \
k(x) p&1
h(x)q&1+
:( p&q)
dx<+, for some :>N2,
(A.1)
where, as above, 02=supp k/supp h. Define a # L:(0) as in (3.2), and
denote by +1 the first eigenvalue of &2&a(x) in H 10(0). Since a=0 on 0 ,
we have that the first eigenvalue of &2&a in H 1D(0 ) is exactly *1(0 ) and
we may conclude that the Dirichlet problem,
&2v&a(x) v=*v& 12h(x) v
p,
{ v>0 in 0, (A.2)*v=0 on 0,
admits a unique (weak) solution w* # E if and only if +1<*<*1(0 ). This
follows by a general result of Brezis 6 Oswald [6]. (See also [2, 8, 13].)
Notice that in view of (A.1) we have w* # C 0, ;(0 ).
Problem (A.2)* will be used as a comparison in the study of (1.1)* and
allows us to derive the following:
Lemma A.1. Suppose that (A.1) (and hence (V)) holds, and let *
*
be
defined by (3.1). Then for every * # [*
*
, *1(0 )) problem (1.1)* admits a
maximal solution u* which satisfies:
(i) 0<u*<w* in 0, with w* the (unique) solution for (A.2)* ;
(ii) the map *  u* is monotone increasing.
Proof. We start with the following:
Claim. If u # C1(0 ) is a subsolution for (1.1)* then u<w* in 0.
To prove the claim define:
t0=inf[t>0 : tw*u in 0].
We are done once we establish that t0<1. Argue by contradiction and
assume that t01. Consequently,
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&2(t0w*)=(*+a(x))(t0w*)&t0
h(x)
2
w p*
(*+a(x))(t0w*)&
h(x)
2
(t0 w*) p,
which implies:
{&2(t0w*&u)+c(x)(t0w*&u)(*+a(x))(t0 w*&u)t0w*&u=0
in 0,
on 0,
where
c(x)=
h(x)
2 \
t0w*) p&u p
t0 w*&u +0
is bounded in 0. Hence by the strong maximum principle [10], for =>0
small we derive that,
t0 w*&u= dist(x, 0),
(see for instance Theorem 3 of [5].) As a consequence, we will show that:
t0 w*&u=0 w* (A.3)
for suitable =0>0, hence a contradiction to the minimality of t0 . To estab-
lish (A.3) we argue again by contradiction and suppose that for every =>0
it results,
min
0
((t0&=) w*&u)<0.
Since u # C1(0 ), then for y0 # 0,
lim
y  y0
u( y)
dist( y, 0)
=&
u
&
( y0),
with & the exterior normal to 0. Therefore, for a given =n  0+ we find
xn # 0 such that xn  x0 # 0 as n  , and
0>
(t0&=n) w*(xn)&u(xn)
dist(xn , 0)
=\t0&=nt0 +
(t0w*(xn)&u(xn))
dist(xn , 0)
&
=n
t0
u(xn)
dist(xn , 0)
\t0&=nt0 + =+
=n
t0
u
&
(x0)+o(1)==+o(1),
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which is clearly impossible as n  . This completes the proof of
The Claim.
To obtain the maximal solution for all **
*
we proceed by the follow-
ing iteration scheme. Let u1 be the unique solution for:
{&2u1+h(x) |u1|
p&1 u1=*w*+k(x) wq*
u1=0
in 0,
on 0.
(The existence of a unique solution for this problem is established in
Lemma A.3.) We have that u1 # C1, ;(0 ) and from the maximum principle
it follows that u1>0 in 0. Furthermore,
&2(w*&u1)+h(x) _w
p
* &u
p
1
w*&u1& (w*&u1)0 in 0,
and w*&u1=0 on 0. So the strong maximum principle guarantees that
0<u1<w* in 0.
By induction, define un by,
{&2un+h(x) u
p
n =*un&1+k(x) u
q
n&1
un=0
in 0,
on 0.
As above, one easily establishes that unun&1<w* in 0. In addition, if u
is any solution for (1.1)* , then u # C1, ;(0 ) and by the claim it follows that
unu for all n. In fact, as uw* , for n=1 the desired inequality may be
established by means of the strong maximum principle. Subsequently an
induction argument can be easily carried out to verify the inequality for
all n.
Thus, for all **
*
, un defines a monotone decreasing sequence bounded
in the C0, ;(0 ) norm. The passage to the limit is justified in any relevant
norm and yields a solution u* for (1.1)* . By construction, u*<w* in 0.
Furthermore, u* is maximal in the sense that every other subsolution
u # C1(0 ) (and in particular, any solution) for (1.1)* satisfies uu* in 0.
Moreover, for every +>*, the solution u* defines a subsolution for
(1.1)+ , and consequently u*<u+ in 0, thus proving the monotonicity of the
map *  u* . This concludes the proof of Lemma A.1. K
Remark A.2. Note that, rather than (A.1), we only need to impose a
condition which guarantees that w* is continuous in a neighborhood of 0
in 0 .
At this point we are only left to establish the following,
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Lemma A.3. Let p1, 0h # L1(0), and *<*1(0 ). For every g # H&1
the problem
{&2u+h(x) u
p&*u=g
u=0
in 0
on 0,
admits a unique solution in E.
Proof. The existence of at least one solution follows, for instance, by
observing that the associated action functional
J(u)=|
0 _
1
2
|{u| 2&*u2+
h(x)
p+1
|u| p+1&gu& dx,
is coercive, bounded below, and lower semicontinuous in E. Furthermore,
if u1 and u2 are solutions, then setting
(t)=J(tu1+(1&t) u2)
we have $(0)=$(1)=0 and "(t)0, so necessarily u1=u2 . K
Remark A.4. Similarly, the existence of a maximal solution can be
established also for problem (3.10)* , provided that in addition h1 # L(0)
and conditions (3.3)(3.5) hold.
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